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LIST OF SYMBOLS

These symbols are used in the introductory part of the dissertation. Nota-
tion differs in the publications.

B blocking probability

B set of blocking states

ci capacity requirement of channel i

c capacity requirement vector

Cj capacity of link j

d(�) capacity requirement function

I number of multicast channels, index of the channel for which block-
ing probability is calculated

I set of multicast channels

J number of links

J set of links

L number of layers

L set of layers

Mj set of links downstream of link j (including link j)

Nj set of downstream neighbour links of link j

Q occupancy vector

Ru route from link u to the root of the tree (set of links)

Ru
j part of the route from link u to the root of the tree that is downstream

of link j

S state space of a link

U set of user links

Uj set of user links downstream of link j

Yj;i the state random variable of channel i in link j

X the network state random variable

Yj the state random variable of link j

�(x) probability of state x

~�(x) probability of state x, with condition x in the allowed state space
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�j(y) probability of state y in link j

�j(�) probability that link j is in one of the states in �

� partial state descriptor

' partial state descriptor for channels i 2 I � fIg

~�j allowed partial state descriptor space for link j

~�j;r allowed partial state descriptor space for link j and request of capacity
r


 network state space

~
 the set of allowed network states
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1 INTRODUCTION

Teletraffic theory is a field of science emanating from the pioneering work
of Agner Krarup Erlang (1878–1929) and Tore Olaus Engset (1865–1943),
in the first half of the 20th century. They created formulae that can be used
for calculating the required capacity for a telephone trunk group to carry
the offered telephone calls. The work of Erlang and Engset was based on
theory of probability, which was being developed during the same epoch.

The basic problem is characterised by the concepts of quality or grade
of service, capacity, and traffic.

� The traditional measure used in conjunction with the grade of service
is the call blocking probability—the probability that a user cannot
establish a call. Call blocking might happen due to the other user
being busy (subscriber line blocking) or due to insufficient capacity
in the network.

� Capacity is traditionally measured in channels. The old analog sys-
tems reserved a “wire” or sub-carrier for each call. When the tele-
phone system was digitalised in the 1970’s, the calls were given con-
stant 64 kbit/s (or 56 kbit/s) PCM channels. The ISDN in the 1980’s,
and the subsequent ATM changed the scene by allowing different
calls to have different capacity requirements.

� Traffic is generated by the users of the telephone system. When a
user establishes a call, speaks, and then terminates the call, he con-
tributes to the overall traffic process of the telephone system. The tra-
ditional Erlang model assumes that all users are independent human
beings, and that they are numerous. The duration of the users’ calls
is called call holding time. The traditional measure for offered traf-
fic is offered traffic intensity, which gives the mean number of active
telephone calls on a hypothetical infinite capacity link. Traffic inten-
sity is dimensionless, but C.C.I.F. (Comité Consultatif International
Téléphonique, a predecessor of ITU-T and C.C.I.T.T.) decided in
1946 that Erlang is used as the traffic unit to honour A. K. Erlang’s
work.

Traffic generated by the users of the network is sometimes more volu-
minous than at other times. This variation is natural; typically telephones
have been used more in business than in leasure. The networks need to be
dimensioned so that even during the most hectic times, the grade of ser-
vice is acceptable. For this use, a concept called busy hour was defined.
There are several definitions of busy hour, but their intention is the same:
to capture the peak traffic time.

The data transmitted in a digital network needs to be coded, i.e. the
signal is sent as a series of numbers. There are many different coding stan-
dards, such as the PCM coding for telephone traffic, and MPEG coding for
video streams. Audio and video streams can be coded hierarchically, where
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information is separated according to its importance, and then coded and
transmitted in separate streams.

In addition to the actual traffic in the network, the network has to trans-
port control information between the network elements. This is called sig-
nalling. The early telephone network used in-band signalling; the users
requested from the operator to be connected to a specific number. The
modern telecommunications networks offer signalling protocols for the net-
work elements and applications to use. The telephone network uses the
ITU-T common channel signalling system version 7, where a dedicated
network carries signalling information. This signalling network may either
have dedicated links or use the capacity of the controlled network. The
Internet does not separate signalling from data traffic.

B

Figure 1.1: Capacity usage and unicast vs. multicast connections. Top: uni-
cast connections made by the sender, middle: bridge B copies the stream
of the sender to the other participants, bottom: native multicast, where net-
work elements make the required copies of the the stream. Data streams
are presented with a thick broken line.

Multicast is a technique where there is one sender and multiple re-
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ceivers for the same transmission. Videoconferencing is a classical applica-
tion of multicast. In the traditional network, multicast connections are not
supported, but a separate server called “bridge” is used. Some more recent
network devices allow the network itself to provide multicast.

Multicast connections characteristically economise transmission capac-
ity. This means that a multicast connection — in taking the form of a tree,
where streams branch at the nodes — requires much less capacity from the
network links than a bunch of separate point to point (unicast) connections
from the root node to the leaf nodes of the tree (see Figure 1.1). This effect
poses a problem when dimensioning a network. With multicast trees, less
bandwidth is needed near the root of the tree than the sum of the band-
widths used near the leaves.

The applicability of the traditional methods for dimensioning telecom-
munications networks to multicast is limited. In the case where multicast
connections are static, that is, the multicast connection to all users of the
session is established simultaneously (and torn down simultaneously), the
existing theory applies; the set of network resources needed by each con-
nection is reserved during connection establishment. In the case where
users of the multicast connection can freely join and leave the multicast
tree, a new theory is needed. This dissertation treats this problem as a con-
tinuation of the classical teletraffic theory.

Even though most of the results in this dissertation are algorithms giv-
ing exact results, their application is subject to approximative assumptions.
Here is a list of factors that affect the accuracy of the solutions:

� Traffic intensities. For a dimensioning task, traffic intensities need
to be estimated. Due to the approximate nature of the input values,
the results are approximative.

� Background traffic. The models presented in this dissertation are
first derived for multicast traffic in isolation. Inclusion of unicast traf-
fic using the concept of “independent background traffic” leads to an
approximation, since the background traffic in general is not inde-
pendent between links. When dimensioning, summing the resulting
capacity demands for links for both unicast and multicast traffic leads
to a conservative estimate, given the traffic process assumptions are
valid, due to statistical multiplexing.

� Traffic process. The models used mostly assume Poisson arrivals but
general holding times for calls. Where some other assumptions hold,
it is mentioned. As a call-scale model, Poisson arrivals reflect be-
haviour of independent human users well. The presence of auto-
mated equipment, such as automatic overnight back-up systems, or
modems, reduces the accuracy of the assumption.

� Link and connection capacities. The models use integers for link
capacities and connection capacity demands. This is not a constraint
when only constant bit-rate connections appear in the system, due
to the nature of digital systems. When variable bit-rate connections,
however, appear, the resulting efficient bandwiths themselves are ap-
proximations and furthermore, often cannot be presented as integer
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multiples. In both cases, the accuracy of calculations can be made
sufficient by making the capacity unit small enough.

This dissertation presents new algorithms for calculating blocking prob-
abilities for multicast traffic. Multicast connections are analysed in a single
link, as well as in tree-type networks. Single-layer and hierarchically coded
streams are treated, and convolution and simulation approaches are devel-
oped for calculating blocking probabilities. A method for calculation of
signalling load generated by users joining and leaving the multicast trees is
introduced.

The dissertation is organised as follows. Chapter 2 gives a summary of
the techniques and background of the study. Then, Chapter 3 presents the
system model and notation. A method for calculating blocking probabilities
in a single link, and an approximative method for calculating end-to-end
blocking probabilities by using the single link model is given in Chapter 4.
The chapter also includes a study of simulation of multicast blocking prob-
abilities in a cellular system with a large number of possible multicast trees.
Chapter 5 presents new convolution truncation algorithms for tree-type net-
works. The algorithms give a considerable reduction in the computational
effort required when compared to calculating directly the probabilities of
the possible network states. The algorithms can be used in systems where
multicast connections are in isolation, but they can also be adapted to the
case where there is background traffic present, in which case they give ap-
proximative results. Chapter 5 also presents a new algorithm for fast simu-
lation of multicast blocking probabilities. Chapter 6 shows how signalling
load for multicast group management can be calculated, and finally, Chap-
ter 7 presents a summary of the work, and outlines the contributions of this
dissertation. Appendix I presents a proof omitted from Publication [6] due
to space restrictions.
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2 LOSS SYSTEMS

A loss system is a mathematical model where a set of users (or classes) com-
pete of a finite set of resources. The users generate requests according to a
stochastic process. If the resources required are available, the requests are
admitted and the user holds the requested resources for a random period,
called holding time, and then releases them. If the requested resources are
not available at the time of request, the request is lost. There are no queues
or re-trials in the model. In the case of a lost request, the user continues as
if the resource had just been freed. Typically, additional assumptions are
made in order to be able to describe the behaviour of the loss system as a
Markov processes.

A typical system modelled as a loss system is the telephone network,
where the capacity in the links is the resource competed for, requested
by calling telephone users. The classical example used in telephone net-
work dimensioning is the Erlang formula for blocking probabilities, or the
Erlang-B formula:

Bc =
aC

C!PC
i=0

ai

i!

;

where a denotes the offered traffic intensity during the busy hour (Poisson
process), C the link capacity (in channels), and Bc the call blocking prob-
ability.

2.1 Reversibility

A stochastic process is called reversible if it remains the same when the
direction of time is reversed. In general, the resulting process in the reverse
time is not the same as in normal time. A Markov process is reversible if
and only if it satisfies the detailed balance conditions, i.e. for all pairs of
states (j; k) it holds:

�(j)q(j; k) = �(k)q(k; j);

where q(j; k) and q(k; j) denote the transition rates from state j to k and
from state k to j, respectively [46]. That is, the probability flows be-
tween each pair of states are equal. Reversibility was first studied by Kol-
mogorov [48], who established that detailed balance is a necessary and suf-
ficient condition for the transition probabilities in the original process and
in the reversed process to be identical. Later, Kelly [46] developed applica-
tions for reversibility.

2.2 Truncation principle

Erlang’s formula is a good example of an application of the so-called trun-
cation principle [46, page 25]; a technique used extensively in this disserta-
tion. The system behind the formula is the M=M=n=n-server where n = C
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is the number of servers (channels). The system has C+1 states. Now, con-
sider a M=M=1-system. The probability �(i) of state i in this system is

�(i) =
ai

i!
e�a: (2.1)

According to the truncation principle, a reversible Markov process can be
altered as follows: Partition the states of the system to two sets (A;B). Then,
scale all the intensities of transitions from set A to set B with a constant c.
The equilibrium distributions of the sets will be

G�1�(j); for j 2 A; and G�1c�(j); for j 2 B:

Defining A to the set of states iwhere i � C and setting c := 0, the resulting
system is the M=M=n=n-server. The only remaining thing is calculating
the normalisation constant G, which is (in this case) the sum of the state
probabilities in the set A.

The truncation principle applied to loss systems states that the system
state probability distribution can be calculated first as if there were no ca-
pacity restrictions (in an infinite system), and then normalising the prob-
abilities. Let 
 denote the state space of the (infinite) system, and ~
 the
state space of the system with capacity constraints. Consider a set of block-
ing states B � ~
, such as the set of states where no extra calls are allowed.
The probability B that the system is in one of the blocking states is then

B =
PfX 2 B g

PfX 2 ~
 g
: (2.2)

This equation forms the basis of the blocking probability calculation. It is
often quoted that the most difficult or time consuming task in calculating
blocking probabilities is calculating G = PfX 2 ~
 g, due to the often
large number of states in the set ~
.

The loss systems are reversible in the case where there are no capacity
constraints. For the case with capacity constraints, Aein [12] derived a suffi-
cient condition for the system to have a truncated product form distribution,
called co-ordinate convexity. In general, reversibility is a sufficient condi-
tion for application of the truncation principle to Markov processes [46],
but there are some other systems where it can be used, too [23].

2.3 Insensitivity

If the stationary distribution of a loss system remains the same even if the
holding time distribution is not exponential, the stationary distribution is
said to be insensitive with regard to the holding time distribution. Insensi-
tivity in the case of the Erlang B-formula was already studied in the original
1917 paper [36]; Erlang started with constant holding times and then stud-
ied the exponential case. Palm [60] showed that the Erlang system is indeed
insensitive with respect to holding times. The Engset’s original paper [34]
assumed that users are independent of each other, but did not make any
assumptions about holding time distribution. Cohen [28] showed the in-
sensitivity result for the holding times.
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According to Whittle [74], König and Matthes studied insensitivity in a
more general setting. Later, Whittle [73] used imbedded Markov chains to
derive a result of insensitivity using partial balance. Schassberger [69] de-
rived an insensitivity result for Markov chains with countable sets of states,
restricted to convolutions of exponential distributions. Whitt [72] derived
a convergence theorem for finite-state continuous time generalised semi-
Markov processes, showing the phase method used by Schassberger to be
applicable to any distribution. Later, Schassberger [70] extended the result
for M=G=1 type systems.

Schassberger’s insensitivity framework associates the system with a
countable set S of clocks. Each state j of the system is associated with
set Sj denoting the set of clocks active in state j. The value of each active
clock is reducing at a non-negative rate c(s; j), and when the first active
clock reaches the value of zero, a state transition is triggered. In the state
transition, the values of the clocks that are active in both states (except the
triggering clock) are unaffected, but the other clocks are given new values,
drawn from a given lifetime distribution with mean ��1s . The insensitivity
result states that if there is local balance with respect to a set of clocks, then
the system is insensitive with respect to the corresponding lifetime distribu-
tion. The local balance equations are:

�(j)�sc(s; j) =
X

k2
�
s

�(k)
X
s02Sk

�s0c(s
0; k)p(k; s0; j)

+
X
k2
s

�(k)�sc(s; k)p(k; s; j);

where j 2 
s. Here, Sj denotes the set of clocks active in state j, c(s; j)
the rate at which clock s is running in state j, 
s = fj : s 2 Sjg, and
p(k; s; j) denotes the probability that the system jumps from state k to state
j when clock s runs out. Now, extending the system state space by the
states of the users, and using relabelling, the same result can be used for
M=G=1 type systems [70].

2.4 Different types of blocking probabilities

There are different types of blocking probabilities that can be defined,
namely:

� Time blocking probability, (time congestion) which is the probability
that at an arbitrary instant of time there is no space in the system for
any more calls of traffic class k, i.e. that the system is “full”.

� Call blocking probability, (call congestion) which is the blocking
probability experienced by a user, such as the ratio of unsuccessful
call attempts to the total number of call attempts.

There is a close relationship between the time blocking probability
and the call blocking probability. Assuming a system with infinite capac-
ities and independent users, the system is of product form, i.e. the steady
state distribution of the system is the product of its marginal distributions.
Additionally, all user processes are assumed to have the detailed balance
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property. Then, the whole system has the detailed balance property, as
well. Applying capacity constraints by using truncation preserves the prod-
uct form of the system. The probability of system state x 2 ~
 is then
PfX = x g = G�1

Q
u02U PfXu0 = xu0 g, where U denotes the set of

users of the system and Xu0 denotes the state of user u0. Consider the states
x where user u has no active call, i.e. xu = 0. If the user tries to make
a call at an arbitrary moment (the call interarrival time is exponentially
distributed), the call blocking probability Bc, can be calculated as

Bc= PfX 2 BjXu = 0g =
PfX 2 B; Xu = 0g

PfXu = 0 g
= PfX0 2 B0 g = B0t;

where X0 and B0 denote the system state and set of blocking states (where
there is no room for a user u call) in a system without user u. The result,
B0t is the time blocking probability in a system without user u. That is,
due to the relationship between time and call blocking probabilities, the
call blocking probability can be calculated in the same way as the time
blocking probability. The only difference needed is removing the user for
which call blocking probability is calculated from the system.

As a special case, consider a Poisson arrival stream of calls. This ar-
rival stream can be thought of as being generated by an infinite number
of independent users. Approximate the blocking probability calculation by
choosing an arbitrary finite number of users. Then calculate call and time
blocking probabilities for this set of users. As the number of users increases
(while keeping the total call arrival intensity constant), the difference be-
tween time and call blocking probabilities decreases, and in the limit, the
time and call blocking probabilities are the same. This property follows
from the PASTA (Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages) [75] property. The
Erlang-B formula gives call blocking probabilities because of its Poisson ar-
rival assumption.

Engset noticed the difference between time blocking probability and
call blocking probability in his 1915 report [35]. Ross [64, page 162] gives
the call blocking probability for multiservice loss models with finite user
populations. The probability distributions seen by an arriving customer
have been studied in queueing networks under the name arrival theorem,
see e.g. [19].

2.5 Multiservice loss system

The Erlang formula is not applicable for connections with differing capacity
demands. Dartois [29] studied the case of unbalanced traffic sources with
equivalent capacity in a link, and derived a product form solution for the
problem. Fortet and Grandjean [38] addressed this problem, and created
an algorithm for calculating blocking probabilities in a single link in this
case. Later, Kaufman [45] and Roberts [63] addressed the same problem.
These algorithms had numerical problems in some cases. Nilsson et al. [55]
created a new recursive algorithm to overcome these problems. Kuczura
and Bajaj [49], Manfield and Downs [53], and Delbrouck [30] studied
blocking probabilities in a link with Poisson streams and (non-Poisson) over-
flow traffic, as a continuation of the work of Wilkinson on Equivalent Ran-
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dom Theory (1956). Delbrouck [31] combined the results for overflow traf-
fic to the recursive algorithm of Kaufman [45] and Roberts [63], allowing
different traffic classes to have differing peakedness factors.

For calculating blocking probabilities exactly in the network case, the
so-called multiservice loss system was developed. The multiservice loss sys-
tem has a state space where each traffic class represents one dimension,
having a traffic class specific marginal distribution that is the same as in
the one traffic class case (Equation (2.1)). The traffic classes are indepen-
dent before truncation, and thus the state probabilities are of product form.
Product form systems were already treated by Jensen [41]. The truncation
principle applies. The greatest difficulty in treating the multiservice loss
networks is the possibly large number of states, which leads to difficulties
in calculating the state sums, especially the denominator of Equation (2.2).
For discussion on multiservice loss systems, see e.g. Ross’ book [64].

For tree structured networks, Iversen [40] created a convolution algo-
rithm, which was later refined by Tsang and Ross [71] for calculation by
Fast Fourier Transform. Tsang and Ross [71] also generalised the recur-
sive algorithm used by Kaufman and Roberts to the tree network case.
Choudhury et al. [26, 25] present an algorithm for calculating blocking
probabilities by numerically inversing generating functions. Lassila and
Virtamo [51] provided efficient simulation methods for multiservice loss
models.

The multiservice loss system does not allow modelling dynamic mul-
ticast connections, since the multiservice loss system requires the capacity
for a call to be reserved simultaneously on all links.

2.6 Reduced Load Approximation

The well known Reduced Load Approximation (RLA) (see e.g. [64]) can
be used to approximate end-to-end blocking probabilities. According to
Ross [64], the earliest account of RLA is by R. B. Cooper and S. Katz (1964),
and it was later studied further by Whitt and Kelly.

The idea of the RLA is that traffic blocked in a link on its route has little
effect on the other links. In the multiservice loss model, the approximation
yields fairly good results when no traffic class dominates and the total traffic
intensity is not too high. Under these conditions, traffic in different links is
nearly independent and Poissonian.

RLA consists of two alternating steps. First, assuming the call blocking
probabilities for all traffic classes and links are known, it is possible to calcu-
late the traffic intensity for traffic class i in link j. This is done by summing
all offered traffic intensities for that traffic class after first thinning with the
call blocking associated with them in each link along the route, with the
exception of the link we are calculating blocking for. Second, knowing the
traffic intensities for each traffic class i in link j, it is possible to calculate
call blocking for each traffic class in the link.

The process is iterated, starting with for example zero blocking proba-
bility for each traffic class in each link, to give the approximate blocking
probabilities.

In the case of single traffic class unicast traffic, RLA has a unique so-
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lution which is often accurate enough. This is due to Erlang blocking for-
mula being strictly increasing, leading to situation where the fixed point
equation can be formulated as a convex optimisation problem. There are
several approximations for RLA in the multiservice case; Kelly’s approxima-
tion (see [27]), and the Knapsack and Pascal approximations [27] which are
more accurate than Kelly’s approximation but may have several solutions.
The loss of uniqueness of the solution is due to the blocking probabilities
in the multiservice case not being strictly increasing (see Gimpelson [39]).

The Reduced Load Approximation, as explained in this section, does
not take overflow traffic or alternative routing into account. Lin et al. [52]
analysed a network with alternative routing approximating the overflow traf-
fic (which in general is not a Poisson process) using the Poisson assump-
tion. Dziong [33] took the dependence of traffic between different links
into account by calculating the peakedness factor of the traffic on the path.
Pióro et al. [61] have an early account on applying the single link recur-
sion formula of Fortet, Grandjean, Kaufman and Roberts to evaluating the
improvement of the grade of service when using alternative routing. The
mentioned algorithms assume complete sharing as the link admission pol-
icy. Pióro et al. [62] studied algorithms for different policies.

2.7 Multicast

A lot of work has been done on multicast. It is not useful to try to give
a complete review here, see instead Diot et al. [32] for a comprehensive
treatise. After the publication of their paper, practically every conference
and journal has continued to regularly publish articles on multicast. There
are only a handful of papers, however, that deal with blocking probabilities
and multicast.

Chan and Geraniotis [22] studied multicasting and subband coding (or
hierarchical coding) of video. They define a system model, and use the
Reduced Load Approximation for solving the blocking probabilities. They
also noted that the traditional methods for multiservice loss systems do not
apply in this case.

Our first paper, Publication [1] presents a model for calculating block-
ing probabilities of multicast connections in a single link. The obvious
extension, application of Reduced Load Approximation followed in Pub-
lication [2]. Nyberg et al. [58] created the first convolution truncation
algorithm for multicast. Boussetta and Belyot [20] defined a system with
both unicast and multicast traffic and gave algorithms for practical calcu-
lations. Publication [3] studied how the signalling load due to multicast
connections is distributed in the network. Aalto and Virtamo [10] created
a convolution truncation algorithm for statistically indistinguishable chan-
nels, which was later generalised in Publication [4] for multiple groups of
statistically indistinguishable channels, in Publication [5] to the case of two
layer coding, and in Publication [6] to multi-layer coding. Publication [7]
applied the simulation algorithm of Lassila and Virtamo [51] to the mul-
ticast setting, and Publication [8] generalised the algorithm to multi-layer
case. Publication [9] studied multicast in a cellular network.

Our research, especially Publication [1] has triggered some activity on
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the area; the paper by Boussetta and Belyot [20] described above, and the
papers of Rykov and Samouylov [65], Samouylov and Bobrikov [66] and
Samouylov and Gaidamaka [67], which are mostly parallel to the papers [1]
and [58]. Bosch i Pérez [18] studied three different methods for single link
calculation, including the Polynomial distribution method.

2.8 Signalling

When dimensioning the network, signalling traffic needs also to be counted
for. Signalling loads links with signalling messages, and control proces-
sors of the network elements. A review of signalling protocols in modern
telecommunications and data networks was given in Kant and Ong [43].
Performance analysis of signalling networks was addressed in Bafutto et
al. [17] and its references.

The processing load of a network node is composed of components
that do not depend on traffic, such as adjacency protocols with neighbour-
ing nodes, and components that depend on traffic, such as call setups and
group management. The total processing load is the sum of these compo-
nents.

Dynamic multicast connections need group management. The task of
group management is to advertise groups to potential members and to con-
trol membership and various properties of the group. One possibility for
this is to authorize the network nodes to establish a connection directly af-
ter receiving a request from a new member. This approach is available in
ATM Forum User-Network Interface Signalling Specification (UNI) Ver-
sion 4.0 [68], and IP multicast with Internet Group Management Proto-
col [37].

Another possibility is to have a special master node for group manage-
ment. In this case, the master node initiates the new connections, and a
network node willing to join the group may solicit initiation from the mas-
ter node. Thus, all signalling traffic is relayed to the master node, which
then signals to the relaying nodes the establishment of the new connec-
tion. A protocol with a master node is used by the MARS solution for IP
over ATM [13, 15, 14]. The master node being a member of the multicast
group is used in the Multicast Transport Protocol [16], and the master node
being the root of the tree is used in ATM Forum UNI Version 4.0 [68].

In contrast to unicast traffic, in multicast traffic with a set of dynamic
subtrees, signalling load varies depending on the observation point in the
network. With unicast traffic, a traffic channel needs to be set up for each
leg of the connection, while the number of legs affected with a user joining
a multicast tree depends on the state of the tree.
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3 MULTICAST LOSS SYSTEM

This chapter presents the system model and the notation for the multicast
loss system. Consider a network organized as a directed tree G = (V;E),
where V is the set of vertices, also called nodes, and E is the set of edges.
The tree has a single root node with degree 1, and all the edges point away
from it. The tree has jEj = J edges and jV j = J + 1 nodes. The nodes
are indexed from 1 to J + 1, i.e. V = f1; : : : ; J + 1g. Each edge e 2 E is
an ordered pair e = (i; j), where i; j 2 V . Indexing of the nodes is chosen
so that for each e = (i; j) 2 E it holds that i > j. Thus, the root node has
index J +1. Each edge e = (i; j) is uniquely defined by the node to which
it points, j, and conversely for all nodes j except for the root node J + 1
there is a unique edge pointing to j. Edge (i; j) 2 E is also referred to as
link j, and the set of links is denoted by J = f1; : : : ; Jg. Each link j has
capacity Cj 2 N resource units.

Let Nj denote the set of neighbouring links downstream of link j, i.e.
Nj = fi 2 J j (j; i) 2 Eg, and Mj denote the set of all links downstream
of link j (including link j), i.e. the smallest subset of J such that j 2 Mj

and 8i 2Mj ; Ni �Mj . See Figure 3.1 for an illustration of definitions.

j
Nj

u

J

U
Uj

J + 1
J

Figure 3.1: Network definitions. Ru is shown by the thick links.

The set U = fj 2 J j Nj = ;g denotes the set of the leaves of the
tree. The leaf links and the user populations (nodes) connected to them
are indexed with the same index u 2 U = f1; : : : ; Ug. Note that this
is possible without violating the indexing convention adopted. The user
populations downstream of link j are denoted by Uj = U

T
Mj . The size

of the set Uj is denoted by Uj . The set of links on the route from link j to
the root node is denoted by Rj , defined as RJ = fJg and Rj = Ri

S
fjg

where i 2 J and (i; j) 2 E. The part of the path Ru, u 2 U , that extends
to the downstream neighbour of link j is denoted by Rj

u and is defined as
Rj
u = Ru n Rj if j 2 Ru and j; u 2 J .

The multicast network supports I channels, indexed with i 2 I =
f1; : : : ; Ig. The channels originating from the root node represent differ-
ent multicast transmissions, from which the users may choose. There are L
layers, corresponding to different sets of substreams of hierarchically coded
streams. Each layer l 2 L = f1; : : : ; Lg has a capacity requirement of
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d(l) 2 N capacity units, with d(l) < d(l0) for all l < l0, i.e. layer L contains
all hierarchically coded sub-streams, layer 2 the two most important ones,
and layer 1 contains only the most important sub-stream. In the multi-layer
case, all channels do not necessary use all layers, and thus differing capac-
ity requirements are possible. To allow different capacity requirements in
the single layer case, let c = (c1; : : : ; cI) denote the capacity requirement
vector for each channel in the single layer case, and ci the capacity require-
ment for channel i.

3.1 State space

The states of the channels in a link define the state of that link. Each
channel is in one of the states f0; 1; : : : ; Lg, depending on whether the
channel is off, or on layer 1; : : : ; L. Denote the state of channel i on link
j by the random variable Yj;i 2 f0; : : : ; Lg, and the state of link j by
the random vector Yj = (Yj;i; i 2 I) 2 S = f0; : : : ; LgI . The tuple
(u; i; l) of the user population u (leaf node), channel i and layer l defines a
multicast connection. The states Yu of all the leaf links define the network
state X,

X = (Yu;u 2 U) = (Yu;i;u 2 U ; i 2 I) 2 
;

where 
 = f0; : : : ; LgU�I denotes the network state space. The network
state determines the state of any link j as follows:

Yj =

8<:Yu; if j = u 2 U ,
max
u02Uj

(Yu0); otherwise;

where max(�) denotes the componentwise max-operation. The occupancy
of any link j is determined by the link state as

D(Yj) =

IX
i=1

d(Yj;i);

where d(0) = 0, i.e. when channel is off, it does not need any link capac-
ity. The occupancy generated by all other channels but I is denoted by
D0(Yj) =

PI�1
i=1 d(Yj;i).

Now, in a finite capacity network, the capacity constraints of the links
truncate the state space,

~
 =

�
x 2 


���D(yj) � Cj ;8j 2 J

�
:

3.2 Probability distributions

The user populations of the leaf links are assumed independent, and the
leaf link distributions �u(y) = PfYu = y g, u 2 U , are known, and
represent stationary distributions of reversible Markov processes satisfying
the detailed balance equations. The steady state probabilities �(x) of the
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network states in a system with infinite link capacities can be calculated
from

�(x) = PfX = x g =
Y
u2U

�u(yu);

since the user populations are independent.
As already noted in Section 2.2, probabilities ~�(x), x 2 ~
, of states in

a system with finite link capacities are obtained by truncation

~�(x) = PfX = x jX 2 ~
g =
�(x)

PfX 2 ~
 g
;

where PfX 2 ~
 g =
P
x2~
 �(x). This follows from the assumed detailed

balance, and the co-ordinate convex nature of state space ~
.

3.3 Time blocking probabilities

In a finite capacity network, blocking occurs whenever a user tries to estab-
lish a connection for channel i and layer r, and there is at least one link
j 2 Ru where the channel is on state l < r and there is not enough spare
capacity for setting the channel on the requested layer. Without loss of
generality, and when not otherwise stated, the channels are ordered so that
the blocking probability is calculated for channel with index I . Consider
link j. A request for layer r is admitted if there is enough capacity already
reserved for the layer in link j, or there is enough free capacity in the link,
i.e.

maxfd(r); d(yj;I )g � Cj �D0(yj):

The expression “link j blocks” means that this condition does not hold for
link j. The set Bu;r consists of the states where at least one link blocks for
connection (u; I; r), when layer r of channel I is requested by user u, and
is defined as

Bu;r =

�
x 2 ~


��� 9j 2 Ru : d(r) > Cj �D0(yj)

�
:

Then the time blocking probability for connection (u; I; r) is

Bu;r = PfX 2 Bu;r jX 2 ~
g =
PfX 2 Bu;r g

PfX 2 ~
 g
: (3.1)

The model assumes that blocked calls are lost. This extends to the situation
where there would be enough capacity for a lower layer connection; the
user does not re-negotiate to get a lower layer connection, but starts a new
idle period.

Calculation of time blocking probabilities for layers is possible, but time
consuming: the number of states in the state space is of order (L + 1)UI .
In addition, numerical problems may occur.
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4 LINK-ORIENTED ANALYSIS

4.1 Multicast in a single link

Call blocking probabilities in a circuit switched network carrying multiple
traffic classes can be calculated with exact algorithms, such as the recur-
sion of [45] and [63], or with approximative methods, such as the normal
type approximation [54]. These algorithms are applicable for unicast con-
nections, such as telephone calls or ATM connections. They apply also for
static multicast connections, where the structure of each multicast tree is
fixed in advance. In a more dynamic environment, where the trees evolve
with arriving and departing customers, these models are not adequate.

Nevertheless, they show a model for the first effort to calculate blocking
probabilities. The approach is to create an algorithm to calculate call block-
ing probabilities in a single link and use the Reduced Load Approximation
for the end-to-end blocking probabilities.

The Publications [1] and [2] use this approach. Publication [1] presents
the single link blocking calculation and Publication [2] its application to
end-to-end blocking probability calculation. These publications were fol-
lowed by Boussetta and Belyot [20], who gave a product form solution for a
case where there is both unicast and multicast traffic in the link.

This section describes the results of Publications [1] and [2] using the
notation of the multicast loss system as defined in Chapter 3. The models
presented in this section assume one layer (L = 1).

Network model
Even when considering a single link, several user populations may offer
traffic for it. Thus, the network can be considered as having J links, where
Cj = C for link j and Cj0 = 1 for all j0 6= j. Then, links j0 2 J nMj

do not contribute to blocking due to the infinite capacity, and thus user
populations u 2 U nUj can be neglected. Similarly, links j0 2Mj nfjg do
not contribute to blocking events, and thus the topology of the part of the
network downstream of link j is irrelevant. In other words, the remaining
factors are the capacity of the link Cj , and the downstream user populations
Uj .

User model
The users downstream of the considered link subscribe to the multicast
channels according a Poisson process with intensity �. This is a model for
an infinite user population, which is a reasonable assumption in networks
with a large number of users, such as TV or radio multicasting in a network
(for a link not too close to the leaves of the multicast tree). Further, each
user chooses the channel independently of others and from the same pref-
erence distribution, �i being the probability that channel i is chosen. As a
result, the subscriptions to channel i arrive according to a Poisson process
with intensity �i = �i�. The users’ holding times are generally distributed
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with mean 1=�i. Finally, let ai denote the offered traffic intensity for chan-
nel i, ai = �i=�i.

Due to the Poisson assumption, the user populations u 2 Uj can be
combined simply by summing their call arrival intensities �u, so that � =P

u2Uj
�u.

Link occupancy in an infinite system
The single link model can be studied using the truncation principle, by first
considering the link having an infinite capacity, and then truncating. The
link state probabilities �(y), where the state vector y is a vector of I values
of 0 or 1, in the infinite system are as follows:

�(y) =
Y
i2I

pyii q
1�yi
i ;

where pi and qi are found by inspecting the busy periods of an M=G=1
system, and calculated as follows:

pi = 1� e�ai ; and qi = e�ai :

All channels are independent from each other, and thus convolution,
or, equivalently, the probability generating functions can be used to calcu-
late the link occupancy distribution Q(s) = PfD(Y) = s g:

1X
s=0

Q(s)zs =
Y
i2I

(qi + piz
ci):

Consider the on and off times of a single channel. Let T (1)
i;on and T (1)

i;o�

denote their means, respectively. These means can be calculated by using
the M=G=1 system, too:

T
(1)
i;on =

eai � 1

�i
; and T

(1)
i;o� = ��1i :

The mean on-time of the most popular channels as a function of the offered
traffic intensity grows exponentially. This indicates that there is likely to be
a set of channels that are almost constantly carried on the link.

Blocking in a link with finite capacity
It is important to make a distinction between various types of blocking. The
channel blocking probability Bc

i of channel i is defined to be the proba-
bility that an attempt to turn channel i on fails due to insufficient capacity,
whereas the call blocking probability bci of channel i (seen by a user sub-
scribing to channel i) refers to the probability that a user’s attempt to sub-
scribe to channel i fails. These are different, since the user’s subscription is
always accepted when the channel is already on. See Figure 4.1. Finally,
the time blocking probability Bt

i , as noted in Chapter 2, of channel i is the
probability that at least C � ci + 1 capacity units of the link are occupied,
and that channel i is off.
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Figure 4.1: Call vs. channel blocking. Call attempts are represented by
arrows, blocking events by crosses. The call attempts that are also attempts
to turn a channel on are marked with dots. Call blocking in this trace is
5/11 and channel blocking 5/6.

The finite system can be described as a generalized Engset system. This
refers to the well known M=M=m=m=K system with a finite user popula-
tion, see [47]. In a generalized Engset system the users are nonidentical,
that is their mean holding and interarrival times as well as the requested
resources can be different. Nevertheless, the stationary distribution of the
system is insensitive with respect to the user idle and call holding time distri-
butions. The call blocking probability in the system, however, is insensitive
only to the call holding time distribution.

The multicast channels represent the users in the Engset system. When
the channel is on, the ‘user’ is active, and when the channel is off, the
‘user’ is idle. Thus, the holding time of user i in the generalized Engset
system is generally distributed with mean Ti;on, and the interarrival time is
exponentially distributed with mean ��1i . As a consequence, the channel
blocking probability Bc

i equals the call blocking probability of user i in
the corresponding generalized Engset system. Similarly, the time blocking
probability Bt

i equals that of the generalized Engset system.
The time blocking probability of user i in the generalized Engset system

can be calculated from the following formula:

Bt
i =

PC

s=C�ci+1Q(s)PC

s=0Q(s)
;

where Q(s) is the occupancy distribution in the infinite system. As noted in
Section 2.3, the call blocking probability of user i equals the time blocking
probability (of user i) in a system where user i is removed. Thus the channel
blocking probability is as follows:

Bc
i =

PC

s=C�ci+1Q
0(s)PC

s=0Q
0(s)

; (4.1)

where Q0(s) is the occupancy distribution of an infinite link with channel
i removed.

Note that the mean on-time of channel i is the same as in the infinite
system, and that the mean off time is Ti;o� = 1=(�i(1 � Bc

i )). Then, the
call blocking probability of channel i is calculated as follows:

bci =
Bc
i

(1�Bc
i )(e

ai � 1) + 1
: (4.2)
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To summarize, the call blocking probability bci can be calculated from
Equation (4.2) by using Equation (4.1). Note that the denominator in
Equation (4.2) is always greater than 1. Thus, the call blocking proba-
bility bci seen by a user subscribing to channel i is always smaller than the
corresponding channel blocking probability Bc

i . This reflects the fact that
a user subscribing to a channel while the channel is on never experiences
any blocking. Furthermore, for the most popular channels, the blocking
probability seen by a user drops practically to zero, since the exponential
term in the denominator grows rapidly with ai (bci � Bc

i e
�ai). For a chan-

nel with ai � 1, the channel blocking probability and the call blocking
probability seen by a user are approximately the same.

Since bci � Bc
i � Bt

i , the time blocking probability in a system with all
channels present is an upper bound for the call blocking probability. No
call blocking probability seen by a user can be higher than this, but the
call blocking probability for user approaches it for channels with channel
preferences �i near zero.

As a further comment, the above formulation of the call blocking prob-
ability is not specifically a multicast formulation. Examining the multicast
loss system shows that the multicast blocking event for channel i has two
conditions; first that the system is full, and second that channel i is not
carried on the link. Noting this leads to the formulation of the call block-
ing probability given by Nyberg [56], where the call blocking probability bci
equals

bci = bti =
PfX 2 Bi g

PfX 2 ~
 g
=

qiQ
0(C)PC

s=0Q(s)
;

where bti denotes the time blocking probability for channel i in the multi-
cast loss system. Since the arriving calls follow a Poisson process, bci and bti
equal.

Reduced Load Approximation
The Reduced Load Approximation can be applied to the multicast case
by replacing the Erlang formula (or another link blocking formula) in the
method with Equation (4.2) for multicast traffic.

To be more precise, let Lij denote the call blocking probability of chan-
nel i in link j. The method assumes that the links behave independently,
or that the blocking events for each link are independent, so the probabil-
ity that a call is not blocked on the route is calculated by multiplying the
corresponding probabilities of individual links.

Let ai;u denote the traffic intensity offered by user population u for
channel i. The blocking probabilities Lij are calculated from Equa-
tion (4.2),

Lij = bci [rj ; c; Cj ]; (4.3)

where the elements of the vector rj , rj;i, represent the thinned traffic in-
tensities for corresponding channels in the link j. They are calculated as
follows:

rj;i =
X
u2Uj

ai;u
Y

k2Ru�fjg

(1� Lik): (4.4)
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Traffic intensities are calculated for each leaf node and each channel
by thinning the offered intensities with the call blocking probabilities for all
links along the route. The thinned traffic for a link and a channel is then
given by the sum of these thinned traffic intensities divided by the link’s
own thinning factor.

Equations (4.3) and (4.4) form a fixed point equation of the form
L = T(L). The solution, a vector of Lij , may be found by repeated substi-
tution. The equation might have several solutions [44]. (For the traditional
RLA used for unicast calls, the solution is not always unique if capacity re-
quirements of different traffic classes differ, see e.g. [64]) After the values
for Lij have been found, the end-to-end blocking probability Bu

i for user u
and channel i is calculated as:

Bu
i = 1�

Y
k2Ru

(1� Lik);

which follows directly from the assumption of independency.

Numerical results
In order to find out the accuracy of the Reduced Load Approximation in
this multicast context, several examples were studied by both calculations
using RLA and by simulations. The comparisons were carried out for two
different network settings and several traffic intensities. The cases studied
included cases where capacity requirements ci of different channels are
identical, ci = 1 for all i, and one case where ci = 1 if i is odd, and ci = 2
if i is even.

As with using RLA with unicast traffic, the accuracy of the approxima-
tion declines as the traffic increases. This was to be expected since, with low
traffic intensity, blocking is rare, and the traffic in each link is closer to Pois-
son traffic. When traffic intensity increases, blocking starts to shape traffic,
which reduces real blocking. However, the model for single link blocking
does not take this into account and gives higher blocking probabilities.

The error of RLA in a parking-lot type network is grows when the length
of the route becomes longer. This can be traced back to the fact that the
traffic processes in different links are not independent, since the traffic on
the long route is dominating. That is, the consecutive links on the long
route carry almost the same set of connections. Thus, the RLA’s assumption
of independence is not valid, introducing an error to the calculations.

The results show that the RLA yields results that are in the best cases
almost equal and in the worst cases of the same order of magnitude as the
true blocking probabilities. Since the blocking probabilities are usually
“steep” functions of link capacity, an order of magnitude accurary in block-
ing probabilities does not introduce an excessive error in the link capacity.
The estimated call blocking probabilities are also greater than the real ones,
so that the approximation is conservative.

4.2 Multicast in a cellular network

Publication [9] considers blocking probabilities and dimensioning a sin-
gle cell in a cellular network. To simplify the analysis, the interference
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of the neighbouring cells and other physical and technical constraints are
assumed to be taken care of by specifying a capacity C (in connections)
for the cell. The capacity corresponds to the maximum number of uni-
cast connections in the unicast case, and the maximum number of ongoing
multicast transmissions in the multicast case, i.e. the capacity requirement
for all connections equals 1. Thus, the mobile cell is reduced to a single
transmission link.

There are N homogenous users resident in the cell. Handovers are not
treated separately; the handovers are assumed to behave as normal calls.
According to the literature, the call holding times for handovers do not
behave according to negative exponential distributions [42, 59, 24]. The
handovers are left untreated; the main goal of the model is not in dimen-
sioning but comparison of unicast and multicast, for which purpose a bit
coarser approach is sufficient. For all finite I , however, the time blocking
probabilities of the system are insensitive to the call holding time distribu-
tion. Each user behaves independently of the other users. The user may
either be active or inactive. When “active”, the user is engaged with an
ongoing call. After a call is over, the user is inactive for a period of time.
Assume that the times the user is inactive are exponentially distributed with
parameter �, and the call holding times are exponentially distributed with
parameter �. If a call is blocked, the user falls back and starts a new inactive
period, i.e. blocked calls are lost.

Let p denote the probability that a user is active at any instant of time if
there is no blocking in the system:

p =
�

�+ �
:

Some channels are more popular than the others, and thus have often
more simultaneous users. The preference distribution captures this be-
haviour. When starting a call, a user selects a channel using the preference
distribution. The publication uses the Zipf distribution, as suggested by the
studies of the Internet by Breslau et al. [21]. The point probabilities are of
the form

ai / i��; i = 1; 2; : : : ; (4.5)

where � is a free parameter characterizing the distribution.
Multicast can provide content simultaneously to several users, thus

multicast can be thought as more efficient than unicast. Multicast gain is
then the ratio of the number of supported users by the cell by multicast to
the corresponding unicast number. In order for multicast to give better effi-
ciency compared with unicast there must be some channels that are clearly
more popular than the others. In Zipf type distributions, Equation (4.5),
the parameter � controls this phenomenon: the greater �, the more popu-
lar are the most popular channels (in comparison with the other channels).
The work of Breslau et al. [21] indicates that � obtains larger values in a
homogenous environment than when users are diverse. A similar result is
found by Adamic and Huberman [11].

The multicast user, when in the inactive state, selects channel i with
intensity ai�. After the call, the user returns to the inactive state. The
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Figure 4.2: Multicast user model.

number of channels from which to select is denoted by I . The resulting
user model is shown in Figure 4.2.

To be able to handle the case where the number of channels I =1, a
Monte-Carlo simulation approach was chosen.

In the multicast setting, the preference distribution causes the call
blocking probabilities for different channels to be different; if a channel
is already carried on the link, there can be no blocking events for this chan-
nel. The call blocking probability is calculated from the channel-wise call
blocking probabilities

Bmc =
IX
i=1

aiB
c
i ;

where Bc
i is the channel-wise call blocking probability of channel i. Note

that in the case where I = 1, this sum has an infinite number of terms.
For this case, if ai are in a monotonically decreasing order, an upper bound
is used;

B+
mc =

I0X
i=1

aiB
c
i +Bc

1

IX
i=I0+1

ai

= F [N; p; C; �; I; I0];

(4.6)

where I0 can be selected so as to make the error insignificantly small. The
blocking probabilities Bc

i and Bc
1 are explained in the next paragraph.

The channel-wise call blocking probability Bc
i for channel i can be

simulated as the time blocking probability for channel i in a system where
one user has been removed from the system, as discussed in Section 2.4.
The time blocking probability is the probability of an event where there is
no capacity left for channel i and channel i is not active. The call block-
ing probability Bc

1 can be thought of as the call blocking probability for
a “channel that is never carried on a link”, since its ai is let to zero, and
equals the time blocking probability of the system with one user removed.

The call blocking probability given by Equation (4.6) can be used for
finding the required link capacity:

Nmc =
�
F�1[Btarget; p; C; �; I; I0]

�
:
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The “inversion” can be done by iteratively simulating the call blocking
probability and adjusting the number of users.

Simulation
The call blocking probabilities needed in Equation (4.6) can be simulated
as follows.

1. The system state can be described by defining the states of the users
u 2 f1; : : : ; N 0g, where N 0 = N�1 (in most cases N � I). Thus, a
vector of user states is generated by first drawing for each user whether
they are active, and then drawing a channel number from the prefer-
ence distribution for the active users.

2. The link occupancy X is calculated by counting the unique channel
numbers for the users.

3. The resulting link occupancy X is examined:

(a) If the link occupancy X � C, the sample is accepted. The
number of accepted samples is increased, nacc := nacc + 1.

(b) If X = C, the sample corresponds to a blocking state. The
number of blocking state samples is increased, nB := nB + 1.

(c) If the sample is a blocking state sample (X = C), the sample
must be checked against the channels i � I0. For all channels
i � I0 that are not active in the sample, the sample corresponds
to a blocking state, and the number of channel-wise blocking
state samples is increased, niB := niB + 1.

After a run of simulations, the channel-wise blocking probability Bc
i can be

calculated as the ratio of the number of blocking state samples for channel
i to the accepted samples, Bc

i = niB=nacc. The blocking probability Bc
1

is the ratio of the number of overall blocking state samples to the accepted
samples, Bc

1 = nB=nacc.

Numerical results
Publication [9] studies the ratio of the number of users that can be sup-
ported by multicast connections to the number of users that can be sup-
ported by unicast users, and calls this ratio multicasting gain. The simula-
tions show that in order to get a significant multicasting gain, the param-
eter � of the preference distribution must be significantly higher than 1.
Links with a higher capacity also favour multicast. This is due to the higher
number of users supported by the cell, which increases the likelihood of
simultaneous users on multicast channels.

As expected, when the number of available channels is smaller, the gain
for multicast grows. However, the number of channels must be restricted to
a rather low value to have a significant improvement.

If the user activity rises to a high level, part of the multicast gain is
lost. This loss is higher with larger values of �. The natural explanation
to this phenomenon is that for the values of p near 1, the number of users
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supported by the cell is smaller and thus the likelihood of simultaneous
users of a multicast channel is again smaller.

The Internet studies predict that when users may freely choose content,
the distribution parameter � will not have a very high value. Thus, interven-
tion of the network operator is needed to secure a significant multicasting
gain.
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5 TREE-STRUCTURED NETWORKS

This chapter presents algorithms for exact evaluation of end-to-end blocking
probabilities in multicast loss systems. First, a set of convolution-truncation
algorithms are presented. These algorithms attack the computational com-
plexity of the problem by grouping state probabilities into larger sets. Sec-
ond, the inverse convolution algorithm for Monte-Carlo simulation is ap-
plied to the multicast loss system. Finally, some user population models are
presented to allow calculating call blocking probabilities for users.

5.1 Convolution-truncation algorithms

The convolution-truncation algorithms presented in Publications [4], [5]
and [6] were all derived for attacking specific situations where structure of
the multicast loss system and possible common statistical properties of the
multicast channels could be exploited. All of these algorithms are succes-
sors of the algorithm by Nyberg et al. [58]. The MAX-convolution algo-
rithm is a straightforward generalisation of the algorithm of Nyberg et al.
to the case where multicast streams are layered. Publication [4] studies the
case where some multicast channels are statistically indistinguishable from
each other. This means that

(i) these channels are chosen with the same probabilities

(ii) the mean holding time for these channels is the same, and

(iii) the capacity needed to carry any of these channels on any link is the
same.

In this case, a reduction in the computational complexity is available. Pub-
lications [5] and [6] present an algorithm for calculating blocking prob-
abilities in the case where all channels are statistically indistinguishable,
but the channels use layered coding. This section presents a more general
framework in which all these algorithms fit, i.e. the intention is to show the
common structure of all these algorithms.

Binary trees
In order to simplify calculations, the multicast loss system is first trans-
formed into a tree where all nodes have at most two child links (for all
j 2 J ; jNj j � 2). This can be done by introducing supplementary links.

Supplementing means the process of adding augmented links with in-
finite capacity to yield a binary tree. There are many possible ways to sup-
plement trees, see Figure 5.1 for an example. The states of the original
network are the same as the states in the corresponding links in the sup-
plemented network. Because of this property, every algorithm that works
properly in the supplemented network, works in any multicast loss system.

Given an original tree J and any supplemented tree J 0, the state of
any link j in the original network can be calculated recursively from the
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Figure 5.1: Original network and possible supplemented networks. In this
case, there are three possible supplemented networks, each having exactly
the same states in the links from the original network (solid lines).

leaf links Uj using the supplemented tree as

Yj =

(
Yu if j = u 2 U ,
max(Yj0 ;Yj00) otherwise;

where N 0
j = fj0; j00g, and N 0

j is the set of downstream neighbour links of
link j in the supplemented tree.

This result follows directly from the associativity and commutativity of
the max(�) operation, applied recursively to the whole tree. In the rest of
this section, all multicast loss systems are supplemented trees.

Convolution and truncation operations
In order to make calculations more efficient, the algorithms presented in
this section use groups of link states instead of network states. For this pur-
pose, a concept called partial state descriptor is defined. The partial state
descriptor space � is a partition of the link state space S, and the partial
state descriptor � 2 � is thus a subset of the state space S. The partitioning
is done so that for each link state y 2 �, the link occupancy D(y) is equal,
and is denoted by D(�). Note that this condition does not prohibit several
partial state descriptors � producing the same link occupancy. Let �j(�)
denote the probability PfYj 2 � g, i.e. the probability that link j is in one
of the link states in �.

Some of the partial state descriptors to be used utilise the fact that
in some cases some channels are statistically indistinguishable, and can
be grouped. Let K denote the number of groups of channels. Let
I = (I1; : : : ; IK) denote a vector whose elements correspond to the num-
ber of channels in each group. Naturally, they sum up to I , I � 1 = I .
The groups are ordered so that the considered channel number I belongs
to group number K. Let I0 = I� eK , i.e. the number of channels in each
group, where channel I is removed.

In order to exploit the properties of the different scenarios, the presented
algorithms use the following partial state descriptor spaces:
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1. Full state description:

� = ffygjy 2 Sg:

2. The number of channels n that are on (when all channels are statis-
tically indistinguishable), in a single layer model:

� = ffyjy � 1 = ngjn 2 N ; n � Ig;

where each value of n corresponds to a unique � 2 �.

3. The number of channels n that are on (when channels belong to K
groups of statistically indistinguishable channels), in a single layer
model:

� =

((
y

����X
i2I

yi1i2Ik = nk; 8k

)�����n 2 NK; n � 1 � I; nk � Ik8k

)
;

where Ik denotes the set of channels in group number k of statis-
tically indistinguishable channels, and 1cond the indicator function,
which returns 1 if cond, and 0 otherwise. Each n defines a unique
� 2 �.

4. The number of channels k that are on each layer l 2 L (when all
channels are statistically indistinguishable)

� =

((
y

���� X
i2I

1yi=l = kl; 8l

)�����k 2 NL ; k � 1 � I

)
;

where each k defines a unique � 2 �.

Each particular link j has a finite capacity of Cj , which constrains the
allowed link state space. The corresponding partial state descriptor space
~�j is defined as

~�j = f�j� 2 � ; D(�) � Cjg:

Calculating the probability mass of set ~
nB requires a special treatment
for channel I . For this purpose, most algorithms need a second partial
state descriptor definition. Let ' denote a partial state descriptor defined
with channel I removed. Then, the state of channel I , yI , is explicitly
introduced to the partial state descriptor. Let F ('; l) denote the partial
state descriptor

F ('; l) = fyjy0 2 '; yI = lg 2 �;

where y0 is the link state without channel I . Then,

� = fF ('; l)jl = 0; 1; : : : ; L ; ' 2 �0g ;

where �0 denotes the partial state descriptor space without channel I . Let
D0(') denote the link occupancy generated by the states in partial state
descriptor '. Let ~�j;r denote the set of partial state descriptors that do not
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violate the capacity restriction in link j, and where there is capacity free for
a request of capacity r (or channel I is already on a layer higher than r):

~�j;r = fF ('; l)jD0(') + max(d(l); d(r)) � Cjg:

In a tree-structured loss system, the state of the system is defined by the
states of the leaf links, and the capacity constraints are defined by the links.
The algorithms exploit this by recursively using the truncation and con-
volution operations. The convolution-truncation algorithms use a succes-
sive series of operations called convolutions to group link state information
when moving up the tree, and truncation operations to force link capacity
constraints (i.e. leave out groups of states not in the allowable state space).
This is possible by (according to the truncation principle) calculating the
state probabilities from a system with no capacity restrictions and then nor-
malising them. All leaves of the tree are independent prior to truncation,
and thus a product form solution for the probabilities exist. Truncation can
be made in several parts, and it is possible to make a product form solution
of the truncated probabilities, as far as they are mutually independent.

First, let the notation [�0; �00] = � mean that �0 and �00 get all val-
ues that satisfy for all y0 2 �0 and y00 2 �00 the common link state
y = max(y0;y00) 2 �. Then, two different convolution operations are
defined, one for the denominator and one for the numerator of Equa-
tion (3.1):

Definition 5.1.1 The convolution operation
 for any two functions f; g :
� 7! R is defined as

[f 
 g](�) =
X

[�0;�00]=�

f(�0)g(�00)&(�; �0; �00; I);

where �; �0; �00 2 �, and &(�) is an algorithm specific real-valued function.

Definition 5.1.2 The convolution operation� for any two functions f; g :
� 7! R is defined as

[f � g]('; l) =
X

['0;'00]='

X
v0; v00

max(v0; v00) = l

f('0; v0)E(g; '00; v00)

� &(F ('; l); F ('0; v0); F ('00; v00); I0);

where a mapping E(�), is defined as

E(f; '; l) =

8<:
�
1� �(')�1

IK

�
f(F ('; 0)) if l = 0.�

�l(')+1
IK

�
f(F ('; l)) if l > 0.

where �(') is a vector of the number of channels that are on each layer
and belong to group K (excluding channel I).

The mapping E(�) can be thought of as introducing a combinatorial
coefficient giving the ratio of channels belonging to groupK that are on the
same layer as channel I , including channel I , to the number of channels
in that group, IK .
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To force the calculation in ~
, a second operation, called truncation, is
used. The operation is defined separately for the denominator and for the
numerator:

Definition 5.1.3 The truncation operation for functions f : � 7! R for
the denominator is defined as

T d
j f(�) = f(�)1D(�)�Cj :

Definition 5.1.4 The truncation operation for functions f : � 7! R for
the numerator is defined as

Tn
j;rf('; l) = f('; l)1D0(')+max(d(r);d(l))�Cj :

Now, the algorithm can be summarised as follows:

� The terms in the state sum PfX 2 ~
 g (Equation (3.1))

PfX 2 ~
 g =
X
�2~�J

Qd
J(�);

are calculated recursively as

Qd
j (�) =

8><>:
T d
j �j(�) if Nj = ;,

T d
j Q

d
s(�) if Nj = fsg, and

T d
j

�
Qd
s 
Qd

t

�
(�) if Nj = fs; tg.

� The terms in the state sum PfX 2 ~
 n Bu;r g (Equation (3.1))

PfX 2 ~
 n Bu;r g =
X

(';l)2~�0
J;r

Qn
J;r('; l);

are calculated recursively as

Qn
j;r('; l) =

8><>:
Tn
j;r�j(F ('; l)) if Nj = ;,

Tn
j;rQ

n
s;r('; l) if Nj = fsg, and

Tn
j;r

�
Qn
s;r �Qd

t

�
('; l) if Nj = fs; tg and s 2 Ru.

The complexity of the algorithm is seen to be linear with respect to
the number of leaf links U , for all networks where for each internal link
j 2 J n U there are at least two child nodes, jNj j � 2. Trees with links
having only one child link need some extra truncation operations, but gen-
erally, convolution operations are more laborious than truncations. This is
a significant improvement compared to the exponential complexity of the
original problem.

Background traffic
In common networking scenarios, the multicast trees are not in isolation,
but the multicast routing tree can be seen as a virtual network over the real
one. There is other traffic in the network, including other multicast trees
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(with different routing trees) and unicast transmissions. For an approxima-
tive treatment of other than the multicast tree traffic, a background traffic
approach was developed in [58]. It assumes that the background traffic
is independent between links, and thus the truncations in the truncation
convolution algorithm can still be executed as before.

The independent background traffic approach is easily applied to the
class of truncation-convolution algorithms. First, calculate the link occu-
pancy distribution qj(z) for occupancy z in link j in the case there is only
background traffic. Then, redefine the truncation operations as follows:

Definition 5.1.5 Define truncation operator bT d
j for any function f : � 7!

R as

bT d
j f(�) =

0@Cj�D(�)X
z=0

qj(z)

1A f(�):

Definition 5.1.6 Define truncation operator bTn
j;r for any function f : � 7!

R as

bTn
j;rf('; l) =

0@Cj�D
0(')�maxfd(r);d(l))gX

z=0

qj(z)

1A f('; l):

In both of these definitions, an empty sum is equal to 0.

Algorithm steps
To calculate the time blocking probability Bu;r, state sums PfX 2
~
 n Bu;r g and PfX 2 ~
 g are needed. These are calculated using a
convolution-truncation algorithm, summarised as follows:

1. Set j := 1.

2. Calculate Qd
j (�) for all � 2 ~�j .

3. If j 2 Ru, calculate Qn
j;r(�) for all � 2 ~�j;r.

4. Set j := j + 1. If j � J , jump to step 2.

5. Calculate the sum of Qn
J;r(�) for all � 2 ~�J;r and divide it with the

sum of Qd
J(�) for all � 2 ~�J to get 1�Bu;r.

Note here that the link numbering scheme (8j0 2 Nj ; j
0 < j) guaran-

tees that link probabilities for all links j0 2 Nj have already been calculated
when calculation of the link probability of link j starts.

Specific algorithms
This subsection shortly describes the algorithms presented in Publica-
tions [4], [5] and [6]. The algorithms are summarised in Table 5.1.

The MAX-convolution algorithm in Publication [6] is a straightfor-
ward generalisation of the convolution-truncation algorithm by Nyberg et
al. [58]. The partial state descriptor used is the full state description. Since
all channels are treated individually, no grouping of channels is needed.
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Table 5.1: Convolution-truncation algorithms
Algorithm Qd

j &(I)

MAX-conv. PfYj = y ;
D(Yj0) � Cj0 ; j

0 2Mj g
—

1-layer
single group

PfNj = n ;
Nj0 � Cj0 ; 8j

0 2Mj g

( l
l+m�n)(

I�l
n�l)

( Im)

1-layer
multi-group

PfNj = n ;
Nj0 � c � Cj0 ; 8j

0 2 Mj g

Y
k2K

�
lk

lk+mk�nk

��
Ik�lk
nk�lk

�
�
Ik
mk

�

L-layer
single group

PfKj = k ;
D(Kj0) � Cj0 ; j

0 2 Mj g

X
X

� I�
P
a�1 la

m1�
P
a�1 xa;1 ��� mL�

P
a�1 xa;L

�
�

I

m1 ��� mL

�
�

LY
a=1

 
la

xa;1 � � � xa;L

!

Algorithm Qn
j;r Complexity

MAX-conv. PfYj = y ;
D(Yj0) � Cj0 ; j

0 2Mj ;
d(r) � Cj0 �D0(Yj0); j

0 2 Mj \Rug

O((U � 1)(L + 1)2I)

1-layer
single group

PfN 0
j = n ;

N 0
j0 � Cj0 � 1; 8j0 2Mj \Ru ;

Nj0 � Cj0 ; 8j
0 2Mj n Ru g

O((U � 1)C3)

1-layer
multi-group

PfN0
j = n ;
N0

j0 � c � Cj0 � cK ; 8j
0 2Mj \Ru ;

Nj0 � c � Cj0 ; 8j
0 2 Mj n Ru g

O((U � 1)
Q

k(min(Ik; C) + 1)3)

L-layer
single group

P
�
K0

j = k; Lj = l ;
D(K0

j0) + d(r) � Cj0 ; j
0 2Mj \Ru ;

D(Kj0) � Cj0 ; j
0 2Mj

	
O((U � 1)(I + 1)L(L+2))

The combinatorial convolution algorithm, developed by Aalto and Vir-
tamo in [10] and reproduced in Publication [4], assumes that the channels
can be considered statistically indistinguishable, or they behave in the same
manner. In this algorithm, it is no longer necessary to keep track of all the
channels individually, but instead of the number of channels. There is no
need for specific capacity demands for channels, since they are equal and
can be normalised to 1. The algorithm (as presented in Publication [4]),
uses C 0 = C�1 for calculating the numerator. The function &(�) is used to
calculate the number of possible l and m channels taken from I that result
in n channels in the common link.

For a multi-group combinatorial convolution, presented also in Publi-
cation [4], the multicast channels are divided into groups of statistically in-
distinguishable channels. When the number of groups grows, the complex-
ity of the algorithm approaches that of the MAX-convolution algorithm. All
channels within a group are similar, and thus the partial state descriptors
used correspond to vectors of the number of channels on in each group.
The algorithm (as presented in Publication [4]) also uses C 0 = C � cK
for calculating the numerator, as the single group algorithm, and uses a
product of the same &(�) function as the single group algorithm.

Publications [5] and [6] present a combinatorial algorithm for a sin-
gle group of statistically indistinguishable channels using layered coding.
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The algorithm of Publication [5] allows calculations for two-layer coding,
and Publication [6] for multiple layers. In the publications, the partial
state descriptors used correspond to vectors k of the number of channels
on each layer. The function &(�) is more complicated than for the single-
layer case, since there is a significantly larger number of intersections X
for the different sets of channels (see Publication [6] for more detail). It
is straightforward to generalise the multi-layer algorithm to the multi-group
case, but the computational effort needed by the algorithm might hinder
the practical use of it.

5.2 Simulation using Inverse Convolution

Another possible approach for solving blocking probabilities in multicast
loss systems is to use simulations. As the form of the stationary distribution
is known, the Monte Carlo (MC) method can be used. In order to make
the simulation more efficient, it is possible to use importance sampling (IS),
i.e. use an alternative sampling distribution making the interesting samples
more likely than under the original distribution. The error introduced by
the distribution change is then corrected by weighting the samples with the
so called likelihood ratio.

The use of IS in MC estimation of blocking probabilities has been pre-
viously studied in [50, 64, 51]. The loss system studied in these works is
the multiservice loss system. The multicast loss system studied in this dis-
sertation, however, has sufficiently many common features with the multi-
service loss system to allow application of the so called inverse convolution
method developed by Lassila and Virtamo [51]. Publications [7] and [8]
show the application of the inverse convolution algorithm to the multicast
loss system, in the single layer case and in the multi-layer case. This section
presents the results of Publication [8], noting that the single layer case is a
special case of the multi-layer case.

The approach decomposes the problem into independent sub-
problems. The decomposition corresponds to dividing the blocking prob-
ability into components each of which essentially gives the blocking prob-
ability contribution from a single link. Then an efficient IS distribution is
used to estimate the blocking probability contribution from each link. The
distribution is a conditional distribution and allows generating samples di-
rectly from the set of blocking states of a given link, assuming that only the
considered link has a finite capacity (cf. the single link case in Section 4.1).
The inverse convolution method is then used to generate these samples.
The method requires that channels are independent from each other in
the infinite system (i.e. system where capacity constraints have been re-
moved). This condition restricts the usable user population models. Some
user population models are treated in Section 5.3.

The main problem in the simulation is to quickly get a good estimate for
PfX 2 Bu;r g, i.e. the numerator in Equation (3.1), especially in the case
when the blocking probability Bu;r is small. Note that Bu;r also depends
on PfX 2 ~
 g given by the denominator of Equation (3.1). This prob-
ability is usually close to unity and is easy to estimate using the standard
Monte Carlo method. Therefore, the publications concentrate on efficient
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methods for estimating PfX 2 Bu;r g.

Decomposition
In order to divide the task of estimating P (Bu;r) to simpler sub-problems,
Bu;r is partitioned into sets Eju;r, which are defined as the sets of states in
Bu;r where link j blocks but none of the links closer to user u block,

Eju;r = Bu;r \

�
x 2 ~


��� d(r) > Cj �D0(yj)^

d(r) � Cj0 �D0(yj0 );8j
0 2 Rj

u

�
:

The Eju;r form a partitioning of Bu;r, i.e.

Bu;r =
[

j2Ru

Eju;r;

and Eju;r \ Ej
0

u;r = ;, when j 6= j0. Thus,

PfX 2 Bu;r g =
X
j2Ru

PfX 2 Eju;r g: (5.1)

The probabilityPfX 2 Eju;r g can be thought of as the blocking probability
contribution due to link j. It should be noted, however, that blocking in
the states where several links block can be arbitrarily attributed to any of the
blocking links. The definition used here is based on a convention which
attributes it to the blocking link closest to the user.

Conditioning of PfX 2 Eju;r g

Equation (5.1) decomposes the estimation of PfX 2 Bu;r g into indepen-
dent sub-problems of estimating the PfX 2 Eju;r g. For these estimation
tasks, the superset Dj

u;r � Eju;r is introduced,

Dj
u;r =

�
x 2 


��� d(r) > Cj �D0(yj) � d(yj;I )

�
:

This set corresponds to blocking states in a system where link j has a finite
capacity Cj but all other links have infinite capacity. Since all links have
finite capacity in real systems, and several links could block simultaneously,
sets Dj

u;r are not disjoint unlike their subsets Eju;r.
The next step is to use conditional probabilities to estimate PfX 2

Eju;r g, as follows:

PfX 2 Eju;r g = PfX 2 Eju;r jX 2 Dj
u;rgPfX 2 Dj

u;r g:

This equation can be thought of as the importance sampling equation,
where instead of the original distribution (of Eju;r) a conditional distribution
is used, and the result is corrected with the likelihood ratio PfX 2 Dj

u;r g.
This is useful from the simulation point of view since it is easy to compute
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PfX 2 Dj
u;r g and to generate samples from the original distribution un-

der the condition X 2 Dj
u;r, as explained later. Monte Carlo simulation is

then used to estimate the conditional probability PfX 2 Eju;r jX 2 Dj
u;rg

instead of PfX 2 Eju;r g, which is usually much more effective.
Let b�ju;r denote the estimator for �ju;r = PfX 2 Eju;r g,

b�ju;r = vj
Nj

NjX
n=1

1
X�n2E

j
u;r
; (5.2)

where vj = PfX 2 Dj
u;r g andX�

n denotes samples drawn from the condi-
tional distribution PfX = x jX 2 Dj

u;rg. Then, the estimator for P (Bju;r)
is simply bP (Bju;r) = X

j2Ru

b�ju;r:
Given the total number of samples N to be used for the estimator, the
number of samples Nj allocated to each sub-problem can be chosen to
minimise the variance of the estimate. This is done by assigning the number
of samples to different b�ju;r according to their estimated variance during the
simulation, for details see Publication [7].

Algorithm
Consider only the estimation of �ju;r for fixed j 2 Ru and traffic class
(u; I; r). The method is based on generating points from the conditional
distribution PfX = x jX 2 Dj

u;rg by reversing the steps used to calculate
the occupancy distribution of the considered link. Note that the condition
X 2 Dj

u;r is a condition expressed in terms of the occupancy, D0(yj),
of the considered link. The idea in the inverse convolution method is to
first generate a sample of Yj such that the occupancy of the link is in the
blocking region. This procedure is explained later. Then, given the state
Yj , the state of the network, i.e. states of the leaf links, is generated. The
mapping x 7! yj is surjective, having several possible network states x
generating the link state yj , and one of them is drawn according to their
probabilities.

The main steps of the simulation can be summarized as follows (See
Fig. 5.2.):

1. Generate the states for leaf links u by

(a) Generate a sample state Yj under the condition d(r) > Cj �
D0(yj) � d(yj;I ) for link j.

(b) Generate the leaf link states Yu, u 2 Uj , with the condition
that link j state Yj = maxu2Uj (Yu) is given.

(c) Generate the states Yu, u 2 U �Uj for the rest of the leaf links
as in the normal Monte Carlo simulation.

2. The sample state of the network X�
n 2 D

j
u;r consists of the set of all

sample states of leaf links generated with step 1.

3. To collect the statistics for estimator b�ju;r, check if X�
n 2 E

j
u;r.

The above steps are repeated for generating Nj samples.
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Figure 5.2: Example of sample generation. A sample in the set D is gen-
erated for the link denoted by the thick dashed line. States of the links
marked by the dashed ellipse are generated by inverse convolution from
the state. States for links denoted by ticks are generated by a simple draw.
State of the link denoted by the thick line is calculated directly from the
states of the other links.

Generating the link state
First, the link occupancy D(Yj) is easily calculated recursively as follows.
Let Sj;i denote link occupancy due to the first i channels,

Sj;i =
X
i0�i

d(Yj;i0 ):

Then D(Yj) = Sj;I and D0(Yj) = Sj;I�1. The Yj;i are mutually inde-
pendent, and Sj;i = Sj;i�1 + d(Yj;i), where Sj;i�1 and Yj;i are indepen-
dent.

Channel I must be dealt with differently from the other channels, since
the system can be in a blocking state only if Cj � Sj;I�1 < d(r), but the
channel I can be in any state l < r. Knowing this, the set Dj

u;r can be
partitioned into r disjoint subsets:

Dj;l
u;r =

�
x 2 


��� yj;I = l^

d(r) > Cj �D0(yj) � d(l)

�
; l 2 f0; : : : ; r � 1g:

If a state x belongs to the set Dj;l
u;r, the state is a blocking state for link j,

and the channel I is on layer l. Thus, the free capacity Cj �D0(yj) of the
link must be at most d(r)� 1, for the state to be a blocking state. The other
channels may, however, consume at most Cj � d(l) capacity units for the
state to be within the allowed states. Now, let vj(l) denote the probability
PfX 2 Dj;l

u;r g:

vj(l) = pj;I(l)

Cj�d(l)X
i=Cj�d(r)+1

qj;I�1(i);
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where qj;i(x) = PfSj;i = x g. Here, pj;i(y) = PfYj;i = y g, and is
calculated by convolution, as shown in the next unnumbered subsection.
The probability mass vj of the set Dj

u;r, can be calculated as

vj = PfX 2 Dj
u;r g =

r�1X
l=0

vj(l):

The link occupancy distribution qj;I�1(�) can be calculated recursively
by convolution:

qj;i(x) =
xX

y=0

qj;i�1(x� d(y))pj;i(y);

where the recursion starts with qj;0(x) = 1x=0.
For interpretation of the convolution step, note that the event fSj;i =

xg is the union of the events fYj;i = y; Sj;i�1 = x�d(y)g, y 2 f0; : : : ; Lg.
The corresponding probability is qj;i�1(x � d(y))pj;i(y). Conversely, the
conditional probability of the event fYj;i = y; Sj;i�1 = x � d(y)g given
that Sj;i = x is,

PfYj;i = y; Sj;i�1 = x� d(y) jSj;i = xg =
pj;i(y)qj;i�1(x� d(y))

qj;i(x)
:

(5.3)

Generating a sample state in Dj
u;r starts by drawing a value l for Yj;I

using the distribution

PfYj;I = l jX 2 Dj
u;rg =

PfYj;I = l; X 2 Dj
u;r g

PfX 2 Dj
u;r g

=
vj(l)

vj
;

where l 2 f0; : : : ; r � 1g.
Then, a value for S0j = Sj;I�1 is drawn with the condition that Yj;I = l

that is, using the distribution

p(xjl) = PfSj;I�1 = x jYj;I = l; X 2 Dj
u;rg =

PfYj;I = l; Sj;I�1 = x g

PfYj;I = l; X 2 Dj
u;r g

;

since fYj;I = l ^ Sj;I�1 = xg � fX 2 Dj
u;rg, restricting x to x 2

fCj � d(r) + 1; : : : ; Cj � d(l)g, and then

p(xjl) =
pj;I(l)qj;I�1(x)

vj(l)
=

qj;I�1(x)PCj�d(l)
y=Cj�d(r)+1 qj;I�1(y)

:

Then, given the value of Sj;I�1, the state Yj;i of each channel (i =
I � 1; : : : ; 1) is drawn in turn using probabilities in Equation (5.3). Con-
currently with the state Yj;i, the value of Sj;i�1 becomes determined. This
is then used as the conditioning value in the next step to draw the value of
Yj;i�1 (and of Sj;i�2), etc. Note that for reasonable sizes of links, it is ad-
vantageous to pre-calculate and to store the probabilities p(xjl), vj(l) and
vj for fast generation of samples.

The next subsection presents a method for drawing leaf link states Yu,
given the state Yj of link j.
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Generating leaf link states from a link state
Having drawn a value for state Yj of link j, it is possible to draw values of
the state vectors Yu, u 2 U , of the leaf links. For u 2 Uj , states Yu are
generated under the conditionYj = maxu2Uj (Yu) using a similar inverse
convolution procedure as above. Due to the assumed independence of
channels, this condition can be broken down into separate conditions, i.e.
for each i there is a separate problem of generating the values Yu;i, u 2 U ,
under the condition Yj;i = maxu2Uj (Yu;i) with a given Yj;i. The above
conditions affect leaf links u 2 Uj . For other links u 2 U � Uj , the states
Yu are independently generated from the distribution �u(�).

First, let us consider a convolutional approach for generating a link
state for channel i and link j if the states for each link u 2 Uj are already
known. This section uses an index uj 2 f1; : : : ; Ujg = Uj for the subset of
leaf links. Let Zuj ;i = x denote the event that the channel is on state x on
link j when leaf links u0 = 1; : : : ; uj have been counted for, i.e.

Zuj ;i = max
u0�uj

(Yu0;i):

Note that Yj;i = ZUj ;i. Probabilities �uj ;i(s) = PfZuj;i = s g can be
calculated recursively as follows:

�uj ;i(s) = puj ;i(s)
s�1X
s0=0

�uj�1;i(s
0) + �uj�1;i(s)

sX
s0=0

puj ;i(s
0):

The recursion starts with �0;i(s) = 1s=0. The probabilities pj;i(s) used in
the previous section are then simply pj;i(s) = �Uj ;i(s) where all users have
been taken into account. If Zuj�1;i = s, then necessarily Zuj ;i � s (due
to the nature of max-operation).

Conversely, to generate the state for each leaf link, given the value of
Yj;i, generate first Zuj�1;i from the distribution:

PfZuj�1;i = x jZuj ;i = sg =

8>><>>:
�uj�1;i(x)

Px
s0=0 puj ;i(s

0)

�uj ;i(s)
; when x = s,

�uj�1;i(x)puj ;i(s)

�uj ;i(s)
; otherwise.

Note that the event Zuj�1;i < Zuj ;i implies directly that Yuj ;i = Zuj ;i: If
this is not the case, the value of Yuj ;i is drawn from the distribution

PfYuj ;i = y jZuj�1;i = Zuj ;i = sg =
puj ;i(y)Ps

y0=0 puj ;i(y
0)
:

This procedure is repeated for each channel, resulting the state vectors
of each leaf link u 2 Uj . The rest of the leaf link states are generated using
the normal Monte Carlo simulation with distribution �u(�).

Complexity
Generation of the link state in Dj

u takes approximately R + IL steps, and
is approximately as fast as generating a standard link state. Generating leaf
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link states from this link state takes 2IL(U � 1) steps at maximum. Thus,
compared to the standard Monte-Carlo method, generating samples with
Inverse convolution takes at most twice the same time. Furthermore, the
memory requirements of the algorithm, i.e. the number of elements in the
arrays, are not prohibitive. The number of array elements to be stored can
be seen to be R+L+I(Cj+2LU). It should be noted that the dependence
on I and U is only linear, in spite of the exponential growth in I of the state
space 
.

The method scales very favourably with the network size, essentially
defined by the number of user populations U . Apparently, the decomposi-
tion leads to replication of the simulation for each link on the route of the
connection. The number of links on the route, however, grows relatively
slowly, and in practice will never be very large.

Numerical examples
The publications present some numerical examples in order to illustrate
the efficiency of the presented methods in Monte Carlo simulation of
the blocking probabilities. The same network is used as in Nyberg et
al. [58, 57], for which the exact blocking probability figures are known.
The network is shown in Figure 5.2.

As can be seen, the variance reductions obtained with the inverse con-
volution method are remarkable both in the cases where multicast connec-
tions are layered and non-layered. The gain given by the inverse convolu-
tion method is better with light loads, which is natural, since the method is
a typical application of the rare-event simulation techniques. In high load
situations, however, the overhead in sample generation might not be jus-
tified, as the traditional Monte Carlo method gives rather good estimates,
too.

5.3 User population models

Most of the publications discuss time blocking probabilities. To get the
desired call blocking probabilities for the users, the user models need to
be established. Publications [4] and [6] discuss several user population
models, in a similar way as Nyberg et al. [57]. The “interface” between
the user population models and the presented algorithms consists of two
components. First, the user populations are assumed to generate a time
reversible Markov process. Second, the parameter given to the algorithms,
�u(�).

For the algorithms to work, detailed balance is required. The following
subsections present user population models that satisfy the detailed balance
condition, and give expressions for the corresponding �u(�) probabilities.
The detailed balance requirement is naturally restrictive, but nevertheless,
there are some useful user models that satisfy the requirement, as seen in
this section.

Infinite user population
In an infinite user population model, calls to channels are generated as a
Poisson arrival stream with arrival intensity �u, and a random sampling is
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done to assign the calls to different channels and layers. Call holding times
(for all channels and layers) are assumed to be exponentially distributed
with mean 1=�. Channels and layers are selected with probabilities �u;i;l
(
P

i2I

P
l2L �u;i;l = 1). Blocked calls are lost. The resulting traffic pro-

cess is easily found to be a reversible Markov process. Since states of chan-
nels i on any leaf link u are independent,

�u(y) =
Y
i2I

pu;i;yi ;

where pu;i;yi = PfYu;i = yi g is the probability that channel i is on layer
yi on leaf link u.

The probabilities pu;i;l are found by examining the probability of state
0 in an M=M=1 system (Publication [6]):

pu;i;0 = 1�
LX
l=1

pu;i;l;

pu;i;L = 1� e�
�u;i;L�u

� ;

and

pu;i;l =

�
1� e�

�u;i;l�u

�

� LY
m=l+1

e�
�u;i;m�u

� :

In the case of statistically indistinguishable channels, the equations for
~pu;l = pu;i;l for all i are similar, except that �u;l=I is substituted for �u;i;l,
where

P
l2L �u;l = 1. Thus,

�u(k) =

�
I

k1 � � � kL

�
~p
I�
P

l2L kl
u;0

Y
l2L

~pklu;l:

Due to the PASTA property of traffic generated by the infinite user pop-
ulation, the call blocking probability equals the time blocking probability.

To study the insensitivity of the infinite user population model, the
clocks associated with each state need to be defined (See Section 2.3). In
order to do so, all the state diagrams of the leaf links are extended. In the
extended state diagram of leaf link u, there are separate states correspond-
ing to different numbers of actual users on each channel i and layer l. This
results in a countably infinite number of states. If the call interarrival and
connection holding times are exponentially distributed, the resulting pro-
cess is a reversible Markov process.

Let E denote the extended state space. Now, for state vectors n 2 E ,
and n+eu;i;l 2 E , and state probabilities ~�(�), a detailed balance equation
holds:

~�(n)�u�u;i;l = ~�(n+ eu;i;l)(nu;i;l + 1)�:

For general connection holding times, a scheme with relabelling for
this associated Markov chain (see [70, Theorem 3.1]) is used. Associate
each channel-layer pair with a clock su;i;l that generates calls to that
channel-layer pair. These clocks are active in all states of the system. In
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�u;1;2

�

Figure 5.3: State transition diagram for user u (the single user model)

addition, each channel-layer pair is associated with clocks that represent
the actual users on a specific channel-layer pair. For the insensitivity prop-
erty to hold, the steady-state intensity of transitions due to birth of su;i;l;m
and due to death of su;i;l;m must equal for all m = 1; : : : ; nu;i;l. This can
be seen to hold from the detailed balance equation of the extended state
space. Thus, the stationary distribution of the system is insensitive to the
call holding times.

Single user model
Consider the case where the user population consists of a single user, se-
lecting each channel and layer with intensity �u;i;l and holding them with
intensity �. Both user idle and call holding times are assumed to be expo-
nentially distributed. The resulting Markov process is reversible. Note that
the assumed independence between channels when using the inverse con-
volution algorithm restricts use of this user population model to the case
where users cannot select between channels, but are always either off or
on a specific channel. Figure 5.3 shows the state transition diagram of the
process.

The probability that the user is on channel i and layer l is

pu;i;l =
�u;i;l=�

1 +
P

i02I

P
l02L �u;i0;l0=�

;

and the probability that the user is idle is

pu;0 =
1

1 +
P

i02I

P
l02L �u;i0;l0=�

:

The probabilities �u(y) can be calculated from these probabilities as

�u(y) =

8><>:
pu;0 when y = 0,
pu;i;l when y = lei,
0 otherwise.
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For the case of statistically indistinguishable channels, use �u;l=I instead
of �u;i;l. The probabilities �u(k) are then

�u(k) =

8><>:
pu;0 when y = 0,P

i2I pu;i;l when k = el,
0 otherwise.

With the single user model, call blocking equals time blocking in a
network without this user, as discussed in Section 2.4. Thus, for calculating
call blocking for a specific user, it is just necessary to use for this user pu;0 =
1 and pu;i;l = 0 for l > 0 and for all i.

To study the insensitivity properties, each user u is associated with a set
of clocks (see Section 2.3): clock su;0 for the state where the user is not on
any channel or layer, and clocks su;i;l for each channel-layer pair. In each
state, only one of these clocks can be on. If the user is on a specific channel
i and layer l, su;i;l is on. If the user is not on any channel, clock su;0 is
on. The resulting state space is locally balanced with respect to all clocks
s 2 T . Thus, the steady state distribution of the system is insensitive to both
call holding times and user idle times, but the call blocking probabilities
are insensitive only to call holding times.

Finite user population of independent users
Finite user populations with independent users can be generated using the
presented single user model. Just generate a tree with supplemented links
of infinite capacity, where each leaf node contains a single user, and the
root link of the tree is the leaf link of the original problem. Although the
approach is simple, in some cases the generated tree might be prohibitively
large and require excessive computation.

Consider, for example, a user population consisting of a finite number
of independent layer-specific users. Each user is defined as a single user, as
in the previous section, who only visits the states of a specific layer and the
idle state.

Call blocking with finite user populations is calculated by first removing
the user we are calculating blocking for (by setting pu;0 = 1), and then
calculating the time blocking probability of the network.

The system with a finite user population has the insensitivity properties
of the actual users used to construct the user population.
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6 SIGNALLING LOAD FOR MULTICAST

Publication [3] studies the signalling loads generated by dynamic multicast
trees. The analysis is restricted to the load generated by arriving and leaving
users. The analysis is based on counting the number of events per time unit
(rate) that require call establishments or teardowns. The processing load
incurred in the nodes can be calculated from these rates.

The model used is more general than the multicast loss system, and
assumes that the network is non-blocking. Thus, for real networks where
blocking occurs, the analysis gives only approximate (but conservative) re-
sults.

6.1 Signalling action rates in links

There are two types of signalling actions: (1) actions that establish or tear
down connections, and (2) actions that do not change the set of connec-
tions established in the link. This section presents a method for calculating
the average signalling action rates of the first type in links for multicast trees
with a finite and heterogeneous user population. In the next section these
rates are used to calculate the processing costs at nodes for different types
of signalling protocols. The signalling action rates of the second type are
outside the scope of this dissertation. They depend on the signalling task,
and can easily be calculated using similar procedures as for the first type.

Consider a network with a general topology, i.e. an undirected graph.
The network has a routing algorithm that gives the legs for each possible
multicast tree. A multicast tree is a tree-like connection that is established
according to the multicast routing scheme. The multicast tree may be dy-
namic, i.e. it has different receivers at different moments, but the underly-
ing routing is assumed to be static.

Let I denote the set of multicast trees in this network. Let each tree
carry only one channel i. Consider then an arbitrary multicast tree i 2 I .
Let Ui denote the set of leaves of this multicast tree. Note that each leaf
u 2 Ui corresponds to a potential user of multicast tree i. Each user u 2 Ui
behaves independently of each other. Further, the users are of the on/off-
type with respect to the multicast tree. More precisely, the active periods
T on
i;u (as well as the idle periods T o�

i;u ) are independent and identically dis-
tributed with a general (user-dependent) distribution. Thus, user u estab-
lishes connections to the multicast tree at rate �i;u > 0, and the probability
that this user is connected to the tree (at an arbitrary time point) is pi;u,
where

�i;u =
1

E[T on
i;u] + E[T o�

i;u ]
; and pi;u =

E[T on
i;u]

E[T on
i;u] + E[T o�

i;u ]
; (6.1)

which follows from the assumption of infinite capacity links.
Consider then an arbitrary node j of the network. The link upstream

from node j (i.e. towards the root) is called link j (with respect to multicast
tree i). Note that the same link may have a different index in another
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multicast tree. A subtree rooted at node j is called subtree j. The set of
all users in this subtree is denoted by Ui;j . If the multicast connection is
already carried in the link when a downstream user connects to the tree,
no action is made in the link. Similarly, if any other downstream user is
connected to the multicast tree, no action is taken when a user downstream
disconnects from the tree. The probability of any of the other users being
connected to the tree is the same in both cases. Due to this symmetry, the
rest of the analysis considers only connection establishment.

Consider connection establishments for multicast tree i arriving to
node j. User u 2 Ui;j tries to establish this type of connections at rate
�i;u. However, such a connection establishment will affect link j only
if the multicast connection is not already carried in that link, i.e. all the
other users v 2 Ui;j n fug are idle, which will happen with probability
Pi;j =

Q
v2Ui;jnfug

(1 � pi;v) because of the independence assumption
concerning the users. The actual arrival rate is �i;uPi;j .

Summation over all the users u 2 Ui;j yields the rateRi;j of connection
establishments (corresponding to multicast tree i) in link j:

Ri;j =
X

u2Ui;j

�i;u
Y

v2Ui;jnfug

(1� pi;v):

Note that, due to symmetry mentioned above, the equation yields the con-
nection teardown rate in link j as well.

If the user population Ui is homogeneous, �i;u = �i and pi;u = pi for
all u 2 Ui implying that

Ri;j = Ui;j�i(1� pi)
Ui;j�1; (6.2)

where Ui;j is the size of set Ui;j .

6.2 Average processing costs at nodes

The signalling action rate presented in the previous section is a link-
oriented figure. This section considers the required processing cost for
signalling actions in network nodes. The processing costs depend on the
signalling protocol used. Publication [3] presents a method for calculating
average processing costs (per time unit) for three types of signalling proto-
cols, namely (1) Network Leaf Initiated Join, (2) Root Leaf Initiated Join
and (3) a protocol with a separate group manager node controlling joins.
The protocols are illustrated in figure 6.1.

Let Ni;j denote the downstream neighbour links of the multicast tree i
rooted in node j. The rate of incoming connection establishment (or tear-
down) actions to node j and the rate of outgoing connection establishments
(or teardowns) in node j are as follows:

Rin
j =

X
i2I

X
b2Ni;j

Ri;b and Rout
j =

X
i2I

Ri;j : (6.3)

The total rates of incoming and outgoing connection establishment (or
teardown) requests given by users downstream of node j are

�in
j =

X
i2I

X
b2Ni;j

X
u2Ui;b

�i;u and �out
j =

X
i2I

X
u2Ui;j

�i;u (6.4)
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(1)

(3)(2)

M

Figure 6.1: Signalling in different protocols. (1) each node accepts new
connections independently. (2) Root node controls joining and leaving the
tree. (3) node M controls joining and leaving of the tree. ’—’ connection
requests, ’� � � ’ connection establishment permissions, and ’– –’ connection
establishments.

respectively. Since Ui;j =
S
b2Ni;j

Ui;b, �in
j = �out

j = �j .
Let cest denote the processing cost of a single node for establishing a

connection in a link. Note that the nodes at both ends of the link are
affected. Similarly, cfwd denotes the cost of forwarding a signalling request
via a link and ctrd the cost of a connection teardown for a link. cadm denotes
the cost of making the decision to admit a new member to join the multicast
tree.

Protocol 1. Network Leaf Initiated Join is a signalling protocol in which
a leaf node that wants to join the multicast tree sends a join request up-
stream. When a node that is already connected to the tree is encountered,
the connected node makes the decision to accept the new connection and
establishes the new branch to the tree.

The processing cost for a network node in this scenario consists of the
cost of forwarding the join requests upstream Cfwd

j = cfwd(Rin
j + Rout

j ),
the cost of connections to be established for down- and upstream, Cest

j =

cest(Rin
j + Rout

j ), the cost of connection teardowns, Ctrd
j = ctrd(Rin

j +

Rout
j ), and the cost of connection admissions, Cadm

j = cadm(Rin
j � Rout

j ).
The total cost for node j is Cj = Cest

j + Cfwd
j + Ctrd

j + Cadm
j :

Protocol 2. Root Leaf Initiated Join is a signalling protocol in which a
leaf node that wants to join the multicast tree sends a join message to the
root of the tree. The root of the multicast tree makes the decision to accept
the new connection.

The cost of forwarding the join requests upstream is in this scenario
Cfwd
j = cfwd(�in

j + �out
j ) = 2cfwd�j , and the cost of forwarding the

permission to accept the new connection downstream, which only af-
fects links in which the corresponding connection is not established, is
Cfwd�d
j = cfwd(2�j � Rin

j � Rout
j ). The costs of connections establish-

ments Cest
j and teardowns Ctrd

j for down- and upstream are the same as
for protocol 1. The cost of connection admission is nonzero only for the
root node, Cadm

j = cadm�j1j=root, where 1(�) is the indicator function.
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The total cost for node j is Cj = Cest
j + Cfwd

j + Cfwd�d
j + Ctrd

j + Cadm
j .

Note that, since 2�j � Rin
j +Rout

j , the processing cost without the cost of
connection admission for protocol 2 is always greater than that for protocol
1.

Protocol 3. A protocol with a separate group manager is a signalling pro-
tocol in which a leaf node that wants to join the multicast tree sends a join
message to the group manager node. The group manager node then ac-
cepts the connection and performs signalling to establish the new branch
to the multicast tree. This case is handled by separating actions in two trees:
the signalling tree which carries the establishment requests and the actual
multicast tree.

To handle the effect of dynamic routing decisions, the signalling rates
for each link may be random sampled with the probabilities of the routing
functions to choose the corresponding paths.

6.3 Application: TV distribution network

Publication [3] studies a TV distribution network as an application. The
network is implemented as a circuit switched telecommunications network.
The signalling model used is Network Leaf Initiated Join (protocol 1), to
avoid a large number of receivers creating a bottleneck to a centralized
group management node.

It is reasonable to assume that the topology of the underlying (distribu-
tion) network is a tree. In the root of this distribution tree, a server offers
the users in the leaves a set I of programmes, or channels, which are run-
ning independently of the users. Each channel i 2 I sets up a dynamic
multicast subtree with Ui = U , where U denotes the set of all leaves in the
underlying distribution tree. That is, the multicast loss system with infinite
link capacities is used.

The users u 2 U of the TV distribution network are assumed to be
homogeneous. They are characterized by a preference distribution pi, i 2
I, where pi is the probability that the user is connected to channel i at an
arbitrary time point. At any time, each user is connected to exactly one
channel. Thus,

P
i2I pi = 1.

The preference distribution, however, does not tell anything about the
rate at which new connection establishments arrive. Therefore, a “channel
surfing” model is needed. The publication uses a simple single user model
where the user is always on some channel, and changes the channel at rate
�tot. The new channel is drawn (independently of the former one) from the
preference distribution pi. Thus, the connection establishment rate �i for
channel i is �i = �totpi. Note that the parameters pi and �tot determine
the mean lengths of the active and idle periods corresponding to channel i;
equation (6.1) yields

E[T on
i ] =

1

�tot
and E[T o�

i ] =
1� pi
pi

1

�tot
:

Consider now an arbitrary link j of the distribution tree. Note that in
this case the index of a link is the same for all multicast trees. Let Uj denote
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the set of all leaves in subtree j. Under the assumptions made above, it
follows from (6.2), that the connection establishment rate for channel i in
link j is Ri;j = �totUjpi(1 � pi)

Uj�1. Summing over the channels i 2 I
yields the total connection establishment rate Rj in link j:

Rj =
X
i2I

Ri;j = �totUj
X
i2I

pi(1� pi)
Uj�1:

Remind that for the chosen signalling model (Protocol 1) the processing
cost Cj due to signalling load at node j depends linearly both on the sum
of the incoming and outgoing connection establishment rates, Rin

j +Rout
j ,

and their difference, Rin
j �Rout

j :

Cj = (cfwd + cest + ctrd)(Rin
j +Rout

j ) + cadm(Rin
j �Rout

j ): (6.5)

These rates are based on the connection establishment rates Rj in links as
follows: Rin

j =
P

b2Nj
Rb and Rout

j = Rj , where Nj refers to the set of
downstream neighbour links of node j.

The publication demonstrates the effect of the structure of the network
and the users’ preference distribution on the signalling load, by calculating
the processing costs for some example networks. The results show that both
the connection establishment rates and the processing costs depend consid-
erably on the users’ preference distribution. Thus, as regards the signalling
load at nodes, the uniform distribution is not the worst case as one might
imagine. In all, modifying the structure had a positive effect making the
signalling load more even at various levels.
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7 KEY RESULTS AND AUTHOR’S CONTRIBUTION

7.1 Summary

This dissertation presents new algorithms that can be used when estimat-
ing grade of service in networks with dynamic multicast connections. The
algorithms use techniques derived from the probability and queueing the-
ory to get grade of service figures, specifically the call blocking probabilities
experienced by the users of the system.

The analysis is mainly concentrated on tree type networks, where al-
gorithms and simulation methods for solving the blocking probabilities ex-
actly are derived. Both single layer and hierarchically coded streams are
treated. The presented algorithms reduce significantly the computational
complexity of the problem, compared to direct calculation from the system
state space. An approximative method is given for the inclusion of back-
ground traffic.

The simulation method presented is an application of the Inverse Con-
volution Monte-Carlo method, and it gives a considerable variance reduc-
tion, and thus allows simulation with smaller sample sizes than with tradi-
tional simulation methods.

Blocking probabilities are also studied in a single link setting, where an
algorithm for call blocking probabilities is derived, and applied for approx-
imative analysis of end-to-end blocking probabilities in networks. Blocking
probabilities in a cellular system are studied by means of simulation.

Signalling load caused by the users joining and leaving the multicast
tree is examined. A method for calculating the rates at which these sig-
nalling events occur is presented, and three types of signalling protocols
involved are studied.

7.2 Contribution of this dissertation

This section describes the contributions of each publication in this disser-
tation, and states the role of the author.

Publication [1] presents a model for calculating blocking probabilities of
multicast connections in a single link. The author has writ-
ten Sections 1, 4 and 5. Sections 2 and 3 are joint work
with co-authors.

Publication [2] presents an application of the Reduced Load Approxima-
tion to the multicast case. The paper is strongly based on
Publication [1]. Sections 3 and 4 are mainly written by the
author, but are joint work with the other authors. The sim-
ulation scenarios are joint work, but the simulations were
carried out by the author.

Publication [3] studies how the signalling load due to multicast connec-
tions is distributed in the network. The work is mainly au-
thor’s, but Section 4 is Dr Aalto’s work.
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Publication [4] presents an extension to the publication of Aalto and Vir-
tamo [10] for multiple groups of statistically indistinguish-
able channels. The author’s contribution is mainly in Sec-
tion 4 for generalisation of the earlier work, made together
with the authors of the original work, and in Section 5 that
is author’s work.

Publication [5] generalises the earlier results of Nyberg et al. [58] to the
case where multicast transmissions use two-layer hierarchi-
cal coding. The author extended the required state-space
definition. The required extension to combinatorial con-
volution was joint work by the author and the co-authors.
Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 4 are author’s work.

Publication [6] generalises the results of Publication [5] to the case of mul-
tiple layers. The author brought the concept of supple-
mented trees to the publication. In addition, Sections 3
and 4 are mostly of the author’s work.

Publication [7] applies the results of Lassila and Virtamo [51] to the mul-
ticast setting. The author wrote most of Sections I, II, IIA,
IV, IVA, IVB, IVC. The author conducted all simulations
with the simulation program coded together with Dr Las-
sila.

Publication [8] was written solely by the author and generalises the results
of Publication [7] to the case with multi-layer multicast
streams.

Publication [9] studies the multicast gain over unicast in terms of the num-
ber of supported users in a cell of a cellular network. Most
of the work is a joint effort of all the authors. The author
programmed the simulation programs and conducted all
the simulations.
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APPENDIX I SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR PUBLICATIONS

Proof of Lemma 4.2 of Publication [6]

Due to space restrictions, proof of Lemma 4.2 was left out from Publica-
tion [6]. It is provided here for completeness.

First, assume that link j has two downstream neighbour links, Nj =
fs; tg. The set of channels that are on layer l on link s is denoted byLl � I.
These sets are disjoint, i.e. for all l 6= l0, Ll \ Ll0 = ;. The set of channels
that are on layer l on link t is denoted by Ml � I. These sets are also
disjoint; for all l 6= l0, Ml \ Ml0 = ;. The intersections of these sets
are denoted as L1 \ M1 = X1;1, L1 \ M2 = X1;2, L2 \ M1 = X2;1,
L2 \M2 = Y2;2, and so on. For a two layer example, see Figure 7.1. The
set of channels that are on layer l on link j is denoted by Kl. Let li = jLij,
mi = jMij, and ki = jKij for all i = 1; : : : ; L Let xa;b = jXa;bj for all
a; b 2 L. Let l = (l1; : : : ; lL), m = (m1; : : : ;mL), k = (k1; : : : ; kL).

The following notation is used here for the multinomial coefficient:�
a

b1 � � � bn

�
=

a!

(a�
Pn

n0=1 bn0)!
Qn

n0=1(bn0 !)
:

In the general case, there are L2 possible intersections for the sets. Of
these, however, L intersections are defined by the others. The intersections
xa;a are chosen as such:

xa;a = la +ma � ka �
LX

a0=a+1

(xa;a0 + xa0;a) :

From now on, the short notation of style Pfk g is used for probabilities
PfK = k g. With these definitions, the probability PfKj = k jKs =
l;Kt =mg = Pfk j l;mg is easily calculated from the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2 of Publication [6] For three links j, s, and t, such that
Nj = fs; tg, carrying multicast traffic with L layers and I statistically indis-
tinguishable channels, the following equality holds

Pfk j l;mg =

=
X
x1;2

� � �
X
x1;L

X
x2;1

X
x2;3

� � �
X
x2;L

� � �
X
xL;1

� � �
X

xL;L�1� I�
P

a�1 la

m1�
P

a�1 xa;1 ��� mL�
P

a�1 xa;L

�
�

I
m1 ��� mL

� LY
a=1

�
la

xa;1 � � � xa;L

�
:

Proof: � Step 1: Follows directly from the one-layer case (Publica-
tion [4])

� Induction step:
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I

L1
X1;1

M1

X2;1

L2
X2;2

M2

X1;2

Figure 7.1: Combining two links whenL = 2. All channels in I are equally
probable. Link s has jL1j = l1 channels on layer 1 and jL2j = l2 channels
on layer 2. Sets L1 and L2 are disjoint. Similarly, link t has m1 and m2

channels on layers 1 and 2, respectively.

First, rewrite the product inside Pfkjl;m g as follows:

� I�
P

a�1 la

m1�
P

a�1 xa;1 ��� mL�
P

a�1 xa;L

�
�

I
m1 ��� mL

� LY
a=1

�
la

xa;1 � � � xa;L

�
=

Part Az }| {
L�1Y
a=1

8<:
�

la
xa;1 ��� xa;L

�� I�
P

b�a lb

m1�
P

b�a xb;1 ��� mL�
P

b�a xb;L

�
� I�

P
b>a lb

m1�
P

b>a xb;1 ��� mL�
P

b>a xb;L

�
9=;

�

Part Bz }| {�
lL

xL;1 ��� xL;mL

��
I�lL

m1�xL;1 ��� mL�xL;L

��
I

m1 ��� mL

� :

Introduce a new, lower layer 1 to a system with L � 1 layers
having layer indices f2; : : : ; Lg. Define x1;1 = l1 +m1 � k1 �PL

a=2(x1;a + xa;1).

Now (using a shorthand notation):

Pfk j l;mg =Pfk1; : : : ; kL j l;mg

=
X
x1;2

� � �
X
x1;L

X
x2;1

X
x2;3

� � �
X
x2;L

� � �
X
xL;1

� � �
X

xL;L�1

Pfx1;1; : : : ; x1;L � � �xL;1; : : : ; xL;L j l;mg
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=
X
x2;3

� � �
X
x2;L

� � �
X
xL;2

� � �
X

xL;L�1

Pfx2;2; : : : ; x2;L � � �xL;2; : : : ; xL;L j l;mg| {z }
Part 1

�
X
x1;2

� � �
X
x1;L

X
x2;1

� � �
X
xL;1(

Pfx1;1 jx1;2; : : : ; x1;L � � �xL;1; : : : ; xL;L; l;mg| {z }
Part 2

�
L�1Y
a=2

Pfx1;a jx1;a+1; : : : ; x1;L � � �xL;1; : : : ; xL;L; l;mg| {z }
Part 3

� Pfx1;L jx2;1; : : : ; x2;L � � �xL;1; : : : ; xL;L; l;mg| {z }
Part 4

�
L�1Y
a=2

Pfxa;1 jxa+1;1; : : : ; xL;1 � � �x2;L; : : : ; xL;L; l;mg| {z }
Part 5

� PfxL;1 jx2;2; : : : ; x2;L � � �xL;2; : : : ; xL;L; l;mg| {z }
Part 6

)

Consider Part 1, Pfx2;2; : : : ; x2;L � � �xL;2; : : : ; xL;L j l;mg.
There is no remaining dependence on l1 or m1, thus this proba-
bility corresponds to the probability Pfk0 j l0;m0g, i.e. the prob-
ability calculated without the added layer 1.

Part 6:

PfxL;1 jx2;2; : : : ; x2;L � � �xL;2; : : : ; xL;L; l;mg =�
lL�
PL

b=2 xL;b
xL;1

��
I�
PL

b=2(mb�xL;b)�lL
m1�xL;1

�
�
I�
P

L
b=2ma

m1

� :

Multiplying this probability by Part B of the probability Pfk0 j
l0;m0g yields�

lL�
PL

b=2 xL;b
xL;1

��
I�
PL

b=2(mb�xL;b)�lL
m1�xL;1

�
�
I�
P

L
b=2ma

m1

�
�

�
lL

xL;2 ��� xL;mL

��
I�lL

m2�xL;2 ��� mL�xL;L

��
I

m2 ��� mL

�
=

�
lL

xL;1 ��� xL;mL

��
I�lL

m1�xL;1 ��� mL�xL;L

��
I

m1 ��� mL

� ;

i.e. Part B of probability Pfk j l;mg.
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Correspondingly, Part 5 is as follows

Pfxa;1 jxa+1;1; : : : ; xL;1 � � �x2;L; : : : ; xL;L; l;mg =�
la�
P

b>1
xa;b

xa;1

��I�P
b�a lb�

P
b>1

(mb�
P

c�b xc;b)

m1�
P

b�a xb;1

�
�I�P

b>a
lb�
P

b>1
(mb�

P
c>b

xc;b)

m1�
P

b>a xb;1

� :

Multiplying these probabilities with the terms with the same a
in Part A of Pfk0 j l0;m0g yields

L�1Y
a=2

8<:
�

la
xa;1 ��� xa;L

�� I�
P

b�a lb

m1�
P

b�a xb;1 ��� mL�
P

b�a xb;L

�
� I�

P
b>a lb

m1�
P

b>a
xb;1 ��� mL�

P
b>a

xb;L

�
9=; ;

and only the term with a = 1 is now missing. It will be the
product of the remaining conditional probabilities.

Part 2:

Pfx1;1 jx1;2; : : : ; x1;L � � �xL;1; : : : ; xL;L; l;mg =�
l1�
P

b>1 x1;b
x1;1

��I�Pb�1 lb�
P

b>1(mb�
P

c�1 xc;b)

m1�
P

b�1 xb;1

�
�I�Pb>1 lb�

P
b>1(mb�

P
c>1 xc;b)

m1�
P

b>1 xb;1

� ;
(7.1)

Part 3:

Pfx1;a jx1;a+1; : : : ; x1;L � � �xL;1; : : : ; xL;L; l;mg =�
l1�
P

b>a x1;b
x1;a

��I�Pb�1 lb�
P

b>a(mb�
P

c�1 xc;b)

ma�
P

b�1 xb;a

�
�I�Pb>1 lb�

P
b>a(mb�

P
c>1 xc;b)

ma�
P

b>1 xb;a

� ;
(7.2)

and Part 4:

Pfx1;L jx2;1; : : : ; x2;L � � �xL;1; : : : ; xL;L; l;mg =�
l1
x1;L

�� I�
P

b�1 lb

mL�
P

b�1 xb;L

�
� I�

P
b>1 lb

mL�
P

b>1 xb;L

� :
(7.3)

Multiplying Equations (7.1) and (7.3) with the product of (7.2)
for all a = 2; : : : ; L� 1 yields�

l1
x1;1 ��� x1;L

�� I�
P

b�1 lb

m1�
P

b�1 xb;1 ��� mL�
P

b�1 xb;L

�
� I�

P
b>1 lb

m1�
P

b>1 xb;1 ��� mL�
P

b>1 xb;L

� ;

i.e. the first factor of Part A of the probability Pfk j l;mg. 2
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APPENDIX II ERRATUM

1. Publication [1]:
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Figure 6 Channel Bc
i and call blocking probabilities bci for each channel

(Bc
i solid line, bci dashed line).
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